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Recant developments in methods of farm animal production have cre-
ated MN problems concerning farm aniul waate df.eposa.l. The. moat sig-
nificant development ia the trand toward automation and large-scale 
animal production in confined areas, resulting in greater concantration of 
wa.atea in much 1Uller area.a. Such waste accumulations repraaent a public 
health and atream pollution haaa.rd comparable to that resulting from a 
huaan population far greater than that now in Iowa. A lllethod of animal 
waste diapoaal is needed which can be applied effectively and economical-
ly by the individual animal producer. Use of anaerobic lagoons has been 
suggested u one poHil>le solution. 'l'hie thesis ia concerned with tba de-
velopment and evaluation of design criteria which must be used in the auc-
ceaaful application of anaarobic lagoon, to the disposal of swine waatea 
from a conflnemant unit. 
Col.If lnement Production of Animals 
There is a well established trend in a.g.riculture today toward larae-
acale animal production. the poultry industry especially b.aa already coia-
pleted tne adoption of automation in poultry production. In the swine in-
dustry, pen confinement unita are rapidly becoming dominant in the pro-
duction of hogs. Units capable of producing up to 10,000 hogs per year 
are now ln operation. It is anticipated that future production uni.ta will 
produce up to 100,000 hogs per year. Boga are placed in a confinement 
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unit at an age of 6 to 8 weeks and raaS.n there untU reaching market 
weight of about 200 pounds. Generally, about 10 aquare feet of floor 
apace are provided per hog witn about 30 to 40 boga pu- p.n. Aaastng 
approxfJutely 100 days of confinement time par ho&. a unit capable of pro-
ducing 100,000 hoga per year would hou.ee a~out 28,000 bogs at any one 
u ... 
Clark (1964) collected and analyzed aamplea of hog manure from several 
confinement uni.ti in Illinota. He concluded that th• WA.lte from a hog of 
150 pounu aver~• welght was approximately three timee er-eater in strength. 
baae.d on Chemical Oxygen D_..n.d, than the wastes from a ein&l• hUIQ.n being. 
Bnvtatoning a confiltem.6nt unit of 100,000 hop per year capacity, the 
wasta 41apoaal probl• than approached th.at of adequataly treating and dia-
poai.n.g of the domestic wutes from a city of 84,000 population. Taigantdea 
(1963) found that the population equivalent of swine wastes waa 4 on a 
Biocb.elli.ca.l Oxygen Demand basts whan the avine waatea included only fe.ed, 
manure. and urine. No bedding 11 &enerally used ln a swine confineiaent 
unit. Ulin& that value, ha stated that in Iowa. &Vina waatu are equiva• 
Jant to at least 12 tin&u the waste frOlll the h\lllAA population. Thia amount 
of wute produces an inaenae potential polluti.onal hazard to lake.a. 
str.._.., and underground water auppliea. Waatea from other fan'l animals 
are all nor:aally of auch er-eater strength than human wastes. lib.en all 
foraa of farm animal waatu are conaiderad, the potential hazards from 
pollution, both air and water, and from other aourcea, such aa inaect 
breeding, be.come enormous. To protect public l\ealth, the" waetu aust 
not 'be disposed of in a negligent unner. 
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Farm Vaate Collection 
Swi.Na confinement units are generally deatgaed to require a ainiaua 
of aupervief.on. These unita uy or uy not be divi.lkd into a aeriu of 
uaaller pena. Peed and water are conveyed to the individual pe.ne or feed-
ing floor aut01B&ticallJ and in tbe correct amount. Wutea are collected 
and diHb.arged by one or a variation of one of the methoda deaerikd below. 
One type of conft ... nt unit conaieta of an enclosed building with 
the floor, except for the fee,:li.ng floor, wholly or partially slotted. Tb.a 
dotted portion of the floor is underlain with concrete chanule 1a w'hicb. 
the. unure ia collecte.d. The. waatea are then either flwshed periodically 
to a lagoon or cU.apoaed of in aome. other runner. The poultry induatry in 
particular fre~uently raakea use of an indoor la1oon, the lagoon occupying 
a poaition directly beneath the cage1 in whl.cb. the fad are confined. 
In a second type of confinement unit, slotted floors are not uae.d. 
The floor ia ude of concn:ete and a loped toward one or more dunging alleys, 
or trougha. uaually • a constant flow of water is maintained in the alleya, 
but at a rate low enough that the foding area• will remain dr7 at au 
ti.Ilea. Moat often, the hoga make direct use of the alleys. Manure col-
lected on the feeding floor 1a periodically acraped, hoaed, or flwshed in-
to the dunging alleys where it la hydraulically conducted from ti. l>uilcl-
inc, either to a holding tank or to a lagoon. 
Farm waste Disposal 
S•ve.ral Ntboda of tt'e&ting and dlapoei.ng of farm anilu.1 waatea are 
in ua at tha preaent ti.ma. Tile aoat general and widely practiced method, 
eapeci&lly i.n the Midweat, 1a spreading on land. In aeveral countries of 
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th.a world. anaarobic digestion of liveetock wastes has been practiced 
with soma succeu, the metba:ne gas given off by the process bei.ng used 
aa a aource of pcwer for the farm. In recent y.ua, lagoonlng hat been 
advanced as a possible solution to the manure di.aposal problem. Up to 
now. howe.ver, none of these methods have been completely satiafaetory. 
Land spreading;, tha oldest and most widely practiced of the. above 
•thods, U most aevercdy limited by land requ1r9.!Uent11. Talganides 
(1963) states that l, 100 acres of land would be required every year for 
disposal by field apreading of tbe waste• from a pen conflnei.aent unit of 
10.000 hoga per year capacity. The land, to be satisfactory for this use, 
would have to be available for spreadin& during the entire year. Also, 
spreading operations would have to be carried out in spite of the weather. 
Neither of these criteria are likely to b& :fulfilled in major hog-producing 
areas. The livestock producer, like any industriali.et, prefers that his 
product be produced aa near as possible to the av•ilable market, in his 
cue, the city. In these localee, land can be expected to be quite ex-
pensive, if even available, and probleiaa frOlll odor or insect breeding 
niight arise. 
The. process of anaerobic digestion of the swine wastes in heated, 
municipal-type digestion tank.a presents a mini.lam land requirement •. The 
organic content of the waste is reduced to relatively inoffensive end 
products. However• an operation of thia kind b soa1ewh.at complex, and 
the initial cost is generally quite b.igll. Part of the cost could be off-
set by recovery and use of the combustible gaa produced by the process. 
'the digested material, however still pnaaenta a problem of ultimate dia-
posal. 'l'he. procesa would probably be more applicable to units of very 
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large capacity than to those of low or average capacity. 
tn re.cent years lagooni.ng h.u frequently been treated by the popular 
qricultural press as a cure-all for the livestock. industry. Pew, U any, 
of these comments result from an evaluation. of basic research in the 
field. tagooning of farm animal wastes may result in reduced labor for 
the producu and may accomplish a significant reduction in nuisance and 
water pollution. Aerobic lagoons designed in accordance with set regula-
tions for municipal sewage lagoons, however, are simply not practical for 
the individial producer. B&c:omended Standards for Sewage Works (1960) 
by the New York State Health Department, as•~ e.umple, requires l acre 
of aerobic pond surface area for every 100 people served by the. lagoon. 
Taking the population equivalent of a hog as four, this would m.aan pro-
viding 1 acre of aerobic pond surface area for every 25 hogs. With the 
anticipated future capacities of confinement unita, the amount of land 
and water that would be required becomes prodigious. 
Anaerobic lagoons are. now under i.nve.atigation in several parts of 
this country aa a method of farm animal wute diaposal. Having no dis-
aol ved oxygen requirements. a lagoon of this type could be desiped on a 
volume basis ratheu;.- th.an on a surface area basis. Research ia noti1 unde.r 
way, particularly in the Midwest and on the West Coast. to determine al-
lowable loading rates for anaerobic lagoons to obtain a satisfactory level 
of treatment. 
OBJBCTIWS 
The objectives of this study were: 
1) to de\relop preliminary design criteria for anaerobic lagoons 
for use. in treatment of wastes from a hog confinement unit, and 
2) to evaluate the effect of the loadini rate and depth of lagoon 




Lagooas, in the sanitary ae.nae, may be defined simply aa bodie• of 
water into which are diaeharged some type of sewage wute for purpoaea of 
treatment or f 1nal disposal. The purpose of the lagoon ia to atabiU.N 
the organic uter1al ln the waste by biological actf.on and to render it 
innocuous. Lagoons may be. cla.aaified aa aerobic, anaerobic, or faculta-
tive, depending upon the type of micro-organiNUI acccmpU.ahlng the 
atablli•ation. When the organiSIU require free dtaeolved oxygen to ac-
compU.ah th.la, the lagoon 1a claaslf f.ed as aerobic. If the. orpnisu 4o 
not require d1aaolved oxygen, the lagoon is classified aa anaerobic. 
Both types of organiaru operate in a facu.ltative lagoon, aerobic in the 
upper layer•• and anurobf.c in the lover. For the purposes of this d1.a-
cua1ion only aeroblc aad anaerobic lagoons will be eonaidered. The follow-
ing deacriptlon1 of tb.eae proceaaaa are taken frm Fair and Geyer (1951t). 
Oenenl Theory of Operatloa 
Aerobic lyoona 
De.gradation of organic waatea in an aerobic lagoon I.a accompliatukd 
by the process of aerobic decomposition. In ailllple tenaa, the proce.aa r•• 
ault1 1n a conversion of dead organic utter into plant life. The MriU 
of cheaical and biological reactions which effct this converalon are 
highly complu:. Nitrogenou, carl>onaceoua, and aulfw:-oua organic matter 
are initially converted to amaaonia, carbon dioxide,and hydrogen sulfide. 
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A••ia and aulfidu are t:b.en euccualvely aidiad to 1titritu and aul-
fur and tb.ea to attratae and aulfatel. Tb.e organiatU reapouible for 
tM.1 decoaJ)Mitlou require gueous oxygen for thetr reaps.ration; they 
draw upon the dlaaolved oxygen aupply 1n the water. carbon di.oxide la 
produced continuously dla-1.ng the proce••· AlgM aealal.late the carbon 
41.od.da. nttrataa, ancl aulfataa with tu ald of aunU.gh.t to bulld more 
llvlng plant matter. Thia proceaa of photoayntheala glwa off oz,gen which 
ia in turn utilised by the organi-. of decomposition. 
FrOll thla general t!eacription of aerobic deccxapoaition, 1t la uuder-
atood that there are two laportant coa4itiona Which aauat be fulfilled ia 
orar to uintain a lagoon in Mroblc operation. Fint, the depth of 
llquf.d aauat not be ao great aa to prohibit phot.oayntheala by retarding tha 
,-etratioa of sunlight. Moat aerobic lagoona, tberefore, are reatrlcted 
to a depth of 3 fut or 1 .. a. In one experimatal lagoon dealgned for 
alpe_productioa the lagoon depth waa malntalned at 18 inches (But, 1963). 
Secondly, the orpnic loading rate be sufficiently low ao that 
an adequate aupply of diaaolved oxygen la preaent in the lagoon liquid 
at •11 ti.Ms. Too heavy loading rates, even at ahallow depth.a, reeul t in 
rapl.d oxygen depletion and anaerobic daecapoai.ticm replaces aerob:lc de-
coepoaiticm. 
In general, aerobic lagoons about 4 deep will operate. eucceaefuUy 
in Iowa with loading rat.a• ot 20-25 pounds of lk>D per day per acre of 
lagoon surface when handling unaettled raw waste.. tf settled waatea are 
41.acharged to the lagoon, loading ratea aa hlp u 50.75 pounda .of BOD 
pu- day per acre of lagoon may prove feaalble. 
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Anaerobic lagoon.a 
Anaerobic decomposition is accoapliahed by organiau which draw upon 
the. oXJgen contained in a chemically combined font in the organic matter 
itself. The initial produ.cta of thf.a decomposition are ammonia nitrogen, 
huat\18, carbon dioxide, methane. and aulf idea. This process is pre.domin-
ant in the. aludge layer at the bottom of 4ny lagoon. The gues produced 
escape to atmoaphere as soon aa the surrollllding liquid become.a saturated. 
Anaerobic Farm Waste Lagoons 
Aerobic lagooae have bean used aucceaafully for the treatment and 
diapoaal of municipal and vario\18 industrial wutea. The much-used phrase, 
"a little wute in a lot of water". still generally applies to these 
types of wutee. Moat farm animal wastes, specifically those from a 
swine confinement unit, consist of a large amount of solid iaaterial in 
juat enough water to make it liquid. Farm lagoons must, therefore, be 
designed and operated differently than lagoons for other types of waatea. 
The general requirements for maintaining a lagoon in ae.robic opera-
tion have been briafly explained in a preceding section. An anaerobic 
lagoon, on the other hand. could theoretically be of any size or shape aa 
long as the requireme.nta of the organiau of deccuposition are aatisfied. 
The large surface area and shallow depth required for aerobic operation 
are not necessary for an anaerobic lagoon. The loading rate should, there-
fore. be determined on the buia of the aiaollllt of organic material entering 
the lagoon per unit of lagoon volUll\e, not pe.r unit of lagoon surface area 
as in an aerobic lagoon. Other types of anaerobic digestion procesaee, 
auch as wunicipal sludge digesters, are designed on this basis. 
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How should the pe.rfomance. of a farm waste lagoon be evaluated? 
Municipal and industrial waste lagoons have as their ultimate goal the 
treatment and return to uae of tb.e used water supply. The swine producer 
is concerned not so much with treatmant as with disposal. Re is con-
cerned with how often he will have to clean the lagoon and whether the 
lagoon will "stink". Effluent from municipal or industrial lagoons are 
usually discharged in eome manner to a stream or other water course. As-
suming a farm lagoon could produce an effluent of sufficiently high 
quality, it would still be difficult for the individual producer to pro-
vide enough water to maintain a flow of effluent. Most farm lagoons are, 
therefore, not even equipped with an outlet. What goes into the lagoon 
stays in the lagoon, except for what might be lost by evaporation or ex-
fil tratton.. 
In evaluating the treatment potential of the process, the engineer ia 
mainly interested in the degree of reduction of the organic material enter-
ing the lagoon. Once the lagoon is placed in operation at the farm site, 
h01r1ever, the satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the owner will be baaed 
on factors which are not readily amenable to chemical analysts. General-
ly, eathetic factors such as odor production, scum accumulation, insect 
breeding, color, and need for lagoon cleaning will determine the accepta-
bility of the process. The rate of sludge buildup.on the lagoon floor, 
which will determine the effective life of the lagoon, is a very important 
consideration. Possibilities of pollution of underground water supplies 
should be reduced by propar lagoon location. 
De.sign criteria for swine waste lagoons are numerous in the popular 
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»"••. Nctat of these. cr1te.r1a have 111M,a traupoau f roa aunld.pal 
•t•dara or _.. • reaul t of obaervatlou of ed.atlAc lagoon•• Ver, few 
_.. baN4I on tM results of baeic ruearch. The variabiU.t1 of nac:oa-
Mtulatloaa for loact1n1 criteria ntluta tu alttaatton. 
Nolt IOUl'CN agree oa dataJ.1• of coutnctlcm. :Brie.fly, the lagoon 
•--ld ,,. 1_.ted at leut one-quarter of a mile from the. P.Ureat h&blta-
tioa in the direction of the prevaiU.ng wlnde. The. oanka and botta of 
t.t. l«aeoa thou14 be aucb u to prevent or recluce ufUtrati.oa vltb. n-
•ultiftl pollution of unar,round water tuppU.u. For convenience, the . 
lapoa shoul4 located 4awn&rade from the confinement 'unit to allow for 
p:avi.ty Clo., of the vute uteri.al. l'or alngle-eall lagoons, a 8it.!U'4 
or circular ab.ape b ganually nccaaeruled witll ti. inlet aubtarp4 nMr 
center. This would reault in l&Oft. .tfeet1ve di1perai.011 of waat• 
•oU.da throughout the lagoon. 
Tal>le 1. Prediction of atrengtb. of waste from a awina eoafineiMnt 
1mit (Tatganideat 1963) 
Total aolida 
Volati.le so11da 
5.0 ltrt/day/100 lbs llve welght of pig 
0.3S lti/day/100 lbs U.va weipt of pig 
17 percent 
83 perceat (ay ~i•) 
14 percut (wet oa1is) 
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Recommended loading rates for anaerobic lagoon•• 104ding rates in 
actual us•, and methods of specifying loading rates are quite varied. 
In a 1urvey conducted at the University of Missouri (Ricketts, 1964), 15 
hog units were visited and ooserved. 'll\ese lagoons were planned with 
a depth. of 5 feet to provide 15 square feet of pond surface area per hog. 
As a result of the survey, it was found that the pond areas actually 
varied from l to 23 square fe.et per hog. 
Jeffrey et al. (1964) suggested that 78 cubic feet per bog would be --
required to treat hog waste in an unheated digester. Most of the Mia•ourl 
lagoons studied did not provide th.is volme. Dornbush and Andersen (1964) 
reported th.at in South Dakota, lagoons containing from 130 to 170 cubic 
feet per hog gave satisfactory performance from the odor standpoint. Ua-
ing the waste strength predictions of Taigani.dea (Table 1), and aaanaing 
a 150 pound average pig and lSO cubic feet ot lagoon volume per pig. 
this amounts to a loading of about 7 pounds of volatile solids per day 
per 1000 cubic feet of lagoon volume. Many of the lagoons they observed 
produced odors from sludge banks protruding above the surface of the 
lagoon. The liquid depth ahould 1 therefore, be at least sufficient to 
cover all solids to facilitate mixing. They recommend a depth of S to 
8 feet and the previously mentioned solids loading rates. 
Clark (1964) conducted teats on 7 hog lagoons in Illinois. Reaulta 
of his atudy are shown in Table 2. Lagoons A and B were loaded at a much 
lower rate than were any of the others. 'l"b.eae were the only two which 
were performing aatisfactorily fr08l the standpoint of odor. Notice that 
lagoon D, which received the heaviest COO loading, waa producing the beat 
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effluent on the basis of COD. All lagoons except A and B were experi-
encing sludge buildup at a rate of l to 2 feet per year. All lagoons 
were operating anaerobically at the time of the study. It appears from 
the report that the lagoon de.pths were about 3 fee.tat the time of the 
study. Baaed on the study, Clark recommends designing the lagoon on the. 
basis of 225 hogs per acre at 40° North latitude, with a 15 percent vari-
ation for each 2,l variation in latitude. He. recommends a depth of 
la6oon of 3'2 to 4 feet. Assuming the depth of 4 feet, his recommenda-
tions correspond to providing about 750 cubic feet of lagoon volume per 
hog. Although his rec0t11mendations are for an anaerobic lagoon, the 
recomme.ndation for depth would seem to be more applicable to the design 
of an aerobic la6oon. However, Clark also included in his investii&tion 
a study of algae production in anaerobic lagoons. The relatively shallow 
depth was apparently recooune.ncled as a lllethod of increasing the production 
of algae.. 
Table 2. SOIU results of Clark's investigation 
COD lo.a.ding COD ot lagoon 
Lagoon lbs COD pR liguid 
acre/day mg/1 
A 160 7.8 S,000 
B 120 8.0 2,:150 
C 1600 7.6 7,500 
D 6000 1. '} 1,600 
B 3400 7.8 1,850 
F 1100 8.0 3,450 
a 1300 7.3 9,600 
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In July, 1961, a ho& lagoon waa conatructed at the SWine lleH&rch 
Fam of the Un1veraity of Maryland. The lagoon waa abed on the bui.a 
of 50 aquare tut of surface area and 250 enable feet of lagoon vol me 
per 200 pe>Uhd average hog. Eby (1964) reports that after 3 yeara of opar• 
ation the lagoon ta adequately diapoa!ng of the waatea without pro4ucing 
excuatve odora. He alao p:reaenta a table giving surface loading ratea 
for lagoons receiving waatea from variou farm animals and for various 
geographical locations. For hop, at '30° to 50° North latitude. the 
loading rate ab.ould be from SOO to 1000 pound.a of .BOD per acre per day, 
with a depth of from 5 to 10 feet. i't'Olll Table 1, a 200 pound hog would 
produee O. 7 pounds of :oon per day. Asauming a loading rate of 1000 poundl 
of BOD per acre per day and a lagoon depth of 10 feet, this corresponds 
to providing approximately 300 cubtc feet of lagoon volume per 200 
pound average. hog. For a 150 pound average hog, the reconim.ende.d volume 
would be 0.75 of thl.e value or 230 enable feet per 150 pound average hog. 
Thla 1• higher than no.rnbueh and Andersen•• recommendation of 130 to 
170 culd.c feet per hog, but lower than Clark's recommendation of 750 
cubic feet per hog. 
A two-celled lagoon has been in operation at the Iowa State Univer-
aity swtne Nutrition Parm elnce 1963. The first cell is 9 feet dee.p with 
a aurfaca area of 0.16 acres. The second call is 4 feet deep with a sur-
face area of 0.48 aerea. The two cells are not partitioned; they com-
prin one larger lagoon of two depths. The lagoon receives the wastes 
from a 600 hog capacity confinement mit located at the site. Various 
chemical teat• and &'1bjective appraisals were conducted on the lagoon 
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during the summer of 1964. The average loading rate was approximately 
470 pounds of COD per acre per day, or about 3 pounds of volatile solids 
per 1000 cubic feet per day. About 80 to 85 percent reduction in COD 
and BOD were accomplished in the first cell. Only a slight further re-
duction occurred in the second cell. Total and volatile solids reduc-
tions in the first cell avera&ed 81 and 90 percent respectively. The pH 
varied from 6.8 to 7.9 throughout the lagoon during the period of observa-
tion. Both cells operated anaerobically at all times. 
Odor has been the only serious problem encountered in the operation 
of this lagoon. The odor is, however, only occasionally obnoxious, being 
greatest for a short time during the month of May. 
Clark (1~64) included algal counts in his investigation. Counts as 
high as 277 million per milliliter were observed in the more lightly 
loaded lagoons with an average for winter of about 60 million and for 
summer about 15 million. The larger counts occurred almost without ex-
ception near the raw waste inlet. It was calculated that a lagoon suf-
ficient for the disposal of the wastes from 400 to 500 hogs could produce 
about 1750 pounds of recoverable dried algae per day. From analysis of 
the dried algae, it was concluded that it might be possible to provide 
the entire daily requirement of high protein supplement for the hogs as 
a by-product of the waste disposal system. Since no dissolved oxygen 
was observed in the lagoons at any time during the investigation, Clark 
concluded that the algae were assimilating the waste directly without tbe 
use of photosynthesis. Since odors were not observed from the lagoons 
under normal conditions, he. also concluded that much of the odor-
producing conatituents were being used by the algae. 
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Genaral Introduction 
T'ne field inveatigation wu designed to evaluate the of 
lagoon deptn and loadin& rate on the efficiency of t.reatment in six amaU 
teat la6oona. Theae laaoona were. daaignated by the letters A ttirougb. '8. 
The dimeneiowa and planned loadin~ rates of uch la&oon a.re anown in 
Table 3. Tb.ere ware three pair• of lagoona and each pair had a di.f ier-
ent depth. Two loading ratea were eelected ao that a different loading 
rate could bCi& applied to uch. of the two laioon• of the •-- depth. The 
raaulta could then be analyzed and tha 6ffeeta of both loading rate and 
depth determined. 
Table 3. Dbue.na ions and planned loading rates the teat lagoona 
Surface Desi6n loadf..ng rate 
U.9tb. area Volume lba volatile aolida ll>e OOD 
t.aioon (ft) (aq ft) (cu ft) 1005 cu ft/day acre/day 
A l.S3 u.so Ht.a 10 6000 
8 i.83 lj.50 191.S s 3000 
C 4.13 U.50 il2. 2. 10 3000 
0 4.13 1 ,.so U.2 .5 1500 
B 2.61 lCJ.50 52.1 5 1Sv 
F 2.67 B.SO 52.1 10 1500 
Equipment and Procedure 
The investigation waa conducted at the Iowa State University Swine 
Nutrition Farm located 2 ~ilea southwest of Anaes. Iowa. A hog confinement 
unit hu been in operation at the site for several years. A 0.64 acre 
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lagoon is used to dispose of the wastes from the unit. Six single-cell 
teat lagoons and 2 double-cell test lagoons were constructed at the plant-
scale lagoon site for teat purposes. A simplified flow diagram and the 
relative location of the components are shown in Figure 1. The confine-
ment unit, designed for a hog population of 800 hogs, normally houses 
about 600 hogs. The buUding (Figure 2) is a clear-span prefabricated 
steel frame structure with: a total floor are.a of about 6,000 square feet. 
The floor space is divide.d into smaller pen areas (Figure 3), one row of 
pens occupying the north half of the building and the other row the south 
half. Tne two r0t1a are separated by a narrow passage which provided ac-
cess to the automatic feeders and also functions as an observation gallery. 
Shallow 2 inch de.ep dunging alleys or gutters run along the north and 
south aides of the building. These gutters, like the rest of the floor, 
are of concrete. Water is allowed to flow continuously into the east or 
upstream end of each gutter at a rate of about 2 to 3 gallons per minute. 
Wastes which collect on the pen floors are periodically hosed into the 
gutters. Practically all the dung is dropped by the pig directly into the 
gutters. 
A storage tank. of approximately 2,500 gallons capacity is located at 
the we.st or downstream end of each gutter. Each tank can be sealed off 
and the flow diverted to a treatment lagoon through 6-inch clay tile 
sewer lines. The line from one tank. leads directly to a manhole and a 
small Parshall flume preceding the lagoon. The diversion line from the 
other storage tank leads first to a sampling pit located beneath a amall 
laboratory building, then through the manhole and Parshall flume and into 


















































































































































































































Piiure 2. Outside view of confinement unit showing feed storage 
bins 
Figure 3. Inside view of confinement unit showing observation 
gallery and automatic feeders 
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Data collected in this investigation were obtained from tests con-
ducted with the 6 small test lagoons. Pertinent dimensions of the 
lagoons and the planned loading rates are shown in Table 3. Each lagoon 
was equipped with a 4-inch tile outlet (Figure 4) which e.utptied into a 
6-inch sewer line running from the three sets of lagoons to the large 
treatment lagoon. 
Procedure 
Figure 4. View of one of the teat lagoons 
showing opening into sewer line 
A brief literature review was made to determine recommended loading 
rates for various types of biological treatment units. Rates were u-
preseed in terms of pounds of volatile solids fed per 1000 cubic feet of 
the treatment unit per day. Loading rates in current use ranged from 0.2 
for aerobic lagoons (Sewage Treatment Plant Design, 1963) to 350 for a 
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household septic tank (Babbi.ttand Baumann, 1958). A loading rate of 100 
was a eODlllOn value used for Imhoff tanka without secondary treatment and 
for cold digute.ra with only primary treatment. It seemed logical that 
an acceptable value for anaerobic lagoons would lie somewhere between 
the value for an aerobic lagoon and that for a cold digester. 
Three eeta of 2 identical teat lagoons were used. The two lagoons 
in each set were identical with respect to depth, surface area. and vol-
'Ulte.. Bach set had a different depth. ·Three lagoons were ae.lected ran-
domly, one from each ae.t. to be loaded at the same rate. The remaining 
three lagoons were to be loaded at·a different rate. Lagoons A, C, and 
P received the heavier loading rate; lagoons B, D, and B, the lighter 
rate (Table 3). Thus, by comparing the teat results from lagoons of 
like depth, the effect of loading rate could be observed. Likewise, by 
comparing the test results frOUl lagoons loaded at the same rate, the effect 
of depth could be observed. 
Preliminary analysis indicated that the volatile solids content of 
the raw waste was approxiutely 70 percent. It was arbitrarily decided 
to load three lagoons with approximately 10 pounds of volatile solids per 
1000 cubic feet per day and to load the other three lagoons with S pounds 
of volatile aollda per 1000 cubic feet per day. For Lagoon A. this re-
quired approximately 4.S cubic feet of the raw wute per day. 
It was decided to load the lagoons and take samples on alternate 
days. Therefore, at the time of loading the amount of raw waste intro-
duced into each lagoon waa twice the daily rate. The volume of raw waste 
fed to the lagoons at each loading remained constant throughout the in-
vestigation. Lagoon A received 9.00 cubic feet of raw waete per loading. 
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Lagoou B and C received 4.SO cubic feet, Lagoons D and F received 2.25 
cubic fMt, and lagoon & received 1.12 cuoi.c feat. Thi.a procedure was 
selected for convenience; it allowed time between loadings to couduct 
laboratory analyses on the raw waste and on the lagoon liquid. Actual 
loadings were calculated baaed on the volume of waste fed and the -volatile 
eolida content of the raw waste. 
At the beginning of the investigation, the lagoon• were pUllped dry, 
cleane.d, and filled to the outlets with clear city water. La.goons A and 
B flre seeded with approximately 30 gallons of liquid from the firat cell 
of the large disposal lagoon. Lagoons C and D were seeded with approxt-, 
mately 15 gallons, and lagoons E and F with approximately 8 gallona. 
A standard operating procedure was uaed to collect a uniform. sample 
of the raw waste and to tranafer the required m.eaaured volume of the 
waste to the teat lagoons. In its path from the dunging alley to the 
large treatment lagoon, the raw waste flowed through a Parshall flllllll ancl 
into a 10-inch drop pipe which carried the raw waste by gravity into the 
tr-eatment lagoon. Raw waste wu pUDlped from the drop pipe, which was 
normally full, into a large metal tank approximately 3 feet by 5 feet in 
plan and 3 feet deep. rhe tank was cali.i.>rated and marke.d at intervals 
of 9.00, 4.50, 2.25, and 1.12 cubic feet to indicate the correet amount 
of waste to be delivered to each lagoon. The waste required for dosing 
all lagoons waa pumped into the calibrated tank and transferred to the 
lagoons by means of a gasoline-powered, 40 gallon per minute diaphragm 
pwap with 3-lnch suction and discharge.. A 3-inch fire hose was u1ed for 
auction and discharge lines. During waste transfers from the calibrated 
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tank, waste was introduced first into lagoon Eat approximately 2/3 the 
liquid depth. The contents of the tank we.re thoroughly stirred by hand, 
and the pump started at low speed. As soon as flow was established the 
pump was shut off, and the correct amount of waste was allowed to siphon 
into the lagoon. Overflow from the lagoon was conducted through the 
sewerline into the large treatment lagoon. The same procedure was fol-
lowed in dosing each lagoon in turn, from the lightest loaded to the 
heaviest loaded. The contents of the tank were manually stirred during the 
entire lagoon dosing operation. At each loadin~, a sample of the raw 
waste was taken from the measuring tank for laboratory analysis. 
When the investigation first began, samples of the lagoon liquid were 
taken on alternate days be.tween loadings. After ten loadings, the pro-
cedure was changed so that these samples, along with certain objective 
and subjective observations, we.re obtained on the same days that loading 
actually occurred. 
One-liter samples of the raw waste and of the surface liquid in each 
lagoon we.re collected. To obtain samples of the. raw waste, the waste in 
the calibrated mixing tank was first mixed thoroughly using a 4-foot strip 
of stiff metal approximately 4 inches wide as a paddle. A 1-liter plastic 
bottle was then submerged in the. waste until it was approximately l/3 
full. The operation was repeated twice more during the waste transferring 
operations. The composite sample was taken to the laboratory for analysis. 
To obtain samples of the liquid in a laioon, the scum layer, if 
present, was gently brushed aside. A 1-liter plastic bottle was then sub-
merged in the top 1 foot of surface liquid until full. This sample was 
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alao taken to the laboratory for analysis. 
Sludge aaplee we.re taken and the depth of aludge in each lagoou was 
de.te.rmined using a naU 6 gallon per minute rubber-impeller ptnp. A 
length of 3,,_ inch garde.a hoae waa attached to the suction line of the 
pmp. The hoae was lowend into each lagoon, an4 the pump discharge ob-
served until the discharge be.came thick and full of solids. The change. 
in conautency was quite sharp and wu taken aa a meaaure of the upper 
layel' of sludge. The. depth of sludge. wu detenli.ned by 11eaaurtn4 the 
length of hon submerged in the lagooa when sludge WU encountered and 
subtracting this frOfll the depth of liquid in the lagoon. The sludge 
depth was also checked by lwaring a sul 1 weight attached to a cord in-
to the lagoon until no tension could be felt in the cord. The loas in 
cord tension indicated that the weight was resting on the sludge layu-. 
Sludge. depth was then calculated by subtracting the length of a\lbmarge,d 
cord from the total liquid depth. 
Preli.Jainary investigation sh()'IMd that BOD teats conducted on the raw 
wute and lagoon liquid were vary inconaiatent. No reproducible re.aults 
could be obtained even on separate teats conducted on the aame sample.. 
The COD teat., hOW'ever, proved to be simpler to perforll and produced such 
aaore constatent reaulta. Therefore, COD and total and volatile. aolida 
analyses were nlected a, the major indications of the organic content of 
the raw waste and of the liquid ln the lagoona. 
Total solids, volatile aolida, and COD of each sample of raw waste 
were detend.ned. 000 analyaea were alao conducted on each &a11ple of 
lagoon liquid. The pB. of the lagoon U,quid wu checked during the ff.rat 
39 dap of operation. On December 5, aftu free•-up began, the depth. of 
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eluclge acc18U1ation wu deterrd.ned for each lagoon by the atho4s 
vtouly outlined. Total, volatlle, and aettlu.ble aolida teat• were coa-
4uctad on the tludge 181!lples. Abo on this date, the total and volatile 
10114- content of the lagoon U.qutd wae determined. All laboratory an-
alyau were conducted according to Standard Method.I (1960). The t•per•• 
ture of th& waste in each lagoon waa meuured each ti.Ile lagoon U.quld 
aamplea were taken. were obterved l.n the top foot of 11qu14 
ta tha lagoon .. 
Sul>jective obaervationa inclu4ed eetlm.ation of color, acum formation, 
f.uect breeding, bubble fonation, and odor ln the teat lagoou. All, 
(except odor), were determined at the lagoon aite on eaeb. ••pling day. 
The preaence of odor from the large lagoon plu that fr• the nurb7 
confinement unit precluded conducting a "an1ff" teat at tu lagoon site. 
The aaiaplea of lagoon liquid were., there.fore, taken to the Sanitary 
Bn&iaeuiag laboratory where each bottle waa opened in tum and a aUb-
je.etive appraiaal of the odor waa made. 
. No ••plea were obtained of the ga1 produced by any lagoon.. The 
only m.eaaure of gas productl.on vu provided by the obaervation of gu 
bubble fom.ati.on ta tu surface liquid and the occaalonal occurrence of 
bottom. aludi4 rieing to the surface. 
In addition, daily data on precipitation, willd velocity, and air 
temperature. ware obtained from the re.cora of the towa State Univeraity 
Agron-, Department..; Then 4ata were obtalnad from au. s. Wu.th.er 
Bureau Station located appronmately 3 ailu froa the lagoon af.te. 
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Laboratory Analyaea 
Analy1is of raw wa,te 
Some characteriati.ca of the raw waste which waa fed to the lagoona 
are shown in Tabla 4. The values shown are average values over the. period 
of the investigation. Daily values are shown in Table ~, in the Appendix. 





lba COD/lb volatile solid.a 
8,720 mg/1 
7,240 mg/1 
83 percent (dry buts) 
8,870 mg/1 
1.22 
The average total solids content of the raw waste fed to the lagoons 
waa approximately S. l percent of the aolida content of raw swine manure 
collected in previoUB atudiee by using scrapers to move it to the collec-
tion point (Table 1). bl thia study, water used to carry the solida to 
the collection point resulted in the dilution of the waste. The average 
volatlle solid.a content of the raw waste influent waa 83 percent which ie 
the same average found by Taiganides (1963). On the baaia of aolida con-
tent, therefore, the raw waste influent to the lagoons was ccm.poae.d of 
raw swine manure diluted to approximately S.l percent of ita original 
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strength. Assuming a figure of 159,000 mg/1 (Taiganidea, 1963) for the 
OOD of raw swine manure. the lagoon influent was approximately S.S per-
ce.nt of the strength of raw swine manure based on COD. 
A strong municipal ••wage may be aa.sum.ed to have. a .5-day BOD of 
about 300 mg/1 and a volatile solids content of about 700 mg/1 (Babbit 
and Baumann, 19.58). Taipnidaa found that th& 00D/}k)D ratio in undilut.ed 
swine wastes was about 2.34. On this basis, the. 00D in this study of 
8,810 mg/1 would be ectuivalant to a BOD of about 3,790 mg/1 or about 
12.S times that of strong municipal sewage. on the bub of volatile 
aolids content, the lagoon influent would b& about 10 timea great.er. 
From visual observation it was obvloua that much of the raw waate 
was composed of feed particles which had passed through the hog's diges-
tive tract relatively unaltered or had e.ntered the flow of waate directly 
from. the fee.ding floor. During the invutigation, a OOD deteniination 
waa conducted on a aample of the raw wute which had been filtered through 
a coarse filter pape.r. The COD of the raw w.ute waa a.010 mg/1, wb.e.reaa 
the 000 of the filtrate. was 2,810. In tb.ia aople, therefore, approximate-
ly 65 percent of the OOD of the raw wute. wu removed by filtration. It 
ia probable that a large amount of the 001) of the t.mfUtared waate was 
due to the pruence of feed particles. Theae particle• u-e cOlll~d of 
lignaeeoua uterial and are difficult to decompoae by any type of biologi-
cal action • .u a result, it was found that taucb. of the sludge. which ac-
cumulated in the test lagoons wu made up of these feed particles which 
pasaed through the anaerobic lagoon proce.•• relatively unehange.d!auring 
the short period of this investigation. 
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Loading rate• 
It 1• apparent frOlll reference to the reeulta sb.c:JVn in Figure. S 
and Table 11 that the loading rate• for each lagoon were extreaely vari-
able during the inveetigation. 'l'hare were several re.aeons for this~ the 
moat important of which was the variability of the. solids content of the 
raw waste influent. Thia was mostly due to increases or decreases in the 
amount of water flawing in the dunging gutters. It also depended on the 
volllllle of manure present in the gutter. If the flow of water in the gut-
ters waa in.creased after being maintained at a relatively low rate, the 
increased flushing action would result in a high solids content of the 
waate. This would be followed by a perlod of low eoli.da concentration be-
cause the easily transportable material in thcl raw waete had been flushed 
out of the gutter. 
During the first 58 days of operation in the investigation, daily 
lagoon loading rates wer-e calculated on a 2-day baaia. In other words. 
the amount of ma.terlal added to each lagoon at each loading was treated u 
if it had been fed at a uniform rate to the lagoon over a period of 2· 
days. After 58 days of operation, it was decided to load the lagoons at 
a reduced rate until son later date. Accordingly, the lagooms ware. loaded 
on a once a week baala beginning on December 9 and ending on January 20. 
Be~ November 17 and December 9 lagoon A was loaded twice and the other 
lagoons were loaded once. Loading rates for theae days were calculated . 
by asamingtbat the loading was spread over the number of days from the 
previous loading up to the day on which the next loading occurred aa 
noted in table 11. 
The average loading rates for the test lagoons for both load.ing 
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pariode are shown in Table s. Then loadlng rat.a were calculated by 
dividing the total volatile sollda fed during the period by the total 
days in the period. Loading rate.a calculated for each day that the lagOOlll 
were loaded are ahown in Table 11. The uparimant wu dealgaed to evalu-
ate the effect of the volatile solids loading rate on the operating ef-
flcie.ncy of the lagoons. The loading rate la alao expressed in terms of 
pound• of 00D per day per acre of lagoon surface.. 
Tabla S. Average loadiDg ratea for teat lagoon• 
lba volatile eol14- lba OOD 
idoocu ft/day acre/day 
Lagoon Sept.21-Hov.18 Nov.19-J'an.28 Sept.21-ttov.18 Bov.19-Jan.28 
A 9.20 2.63 4,680 1627 
B 4.60 1.13 2,340 694 
C 9.56 2.36 2,340 694 
1) 4.78 1.18 1,170 347 
I 4.23 1.04 585 174 ., 8.46 2.08 1,170 347 
Analz.sia of l!joon BUP!!:!!tant 
COD t'b.e data in Pl.gure s and Table 11 deDlonatrate. that the vola-
tile solids loading rate and the ODD loading rate were extremely variable 
for au lagoon.a except for the period between Noveaber 2 and NoVM1ber 20, 
the. ~nd to the 60th day of the in.veatigation. In aplta of ~11. the OOD 
of the lagoon aupernatant tended to increase at a relatively uniform rate. 
Tba rlle bl COD wu probably due to two factors: decreulftg t-,.rature 
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of th• au,unatant and loading rate. 
Slnce the lagoou wre 1nit1ally filled with clear city water atl4 a 
aall amount of aeed 11ate.ri&l, the initial <X>D of each lagoon waa quite 
low. Aa wute uteri.al w.u added, the COD of the lagoons naturally began 
to riae. Once biological action was eatabliahed 1n the 1-aoou, and u-
••ing a c.outant teaperature and loading rate. it waa expected that tu 
COD of the eupernatant would approach a relatively conatant value in eaeh 
lagoon. ot.wlouly, such condition• were not pruent during the inve1ti-
gation. llowever, between the 42nd and 60th day of the experiaent, the 
varial>Ulty of both temperature and loading rate appeared to be a •1ni-
... 'Iha lagoon U.quid 00D ob9erve.d during that interval aleo appeared 
to be relatlvtaly conatant for uch lagoon. The aw.rage lagoon U.quid 
COD for each lagoon during thia interval 1• ahOWD in Table 6. 
After the 60th day, the loading rate.a of the lagoou were reduced•• 
ahelm 1n Figure 5. A rapid decreaae la air and lagoon liquid temperature 
waa alao obaerved after the 60th day. In apite of the reduced loading 
rate, the clecruH in temperature and the raaultaat deereaH 1n l>iological 
activity apparently caused the (X)l) to lncrean ia all lagoona. The rate 
of inenue of OOD appeared to be much greater for lagoon• Band P. 
Figure 5 damonatratea that the. anaerobic lagoon proceaa ha• a larp 
eapacf.ty tor abaorblng the variability in tba loading rate. That ia, even 
though the loading rate for each lagoon varied greatly frcm day to uy, 
the COD of the. auparnatant did not reflect this variability ln the 
proportion. Ivan the period beginning on the 19th day when no loadl.nga 
occurred 414 not greatly iatettupt the lncreul.ng tnnd in OOD. The at-
feet of loadl.ag rate vu probably moat aignlficant during the early 1tagu 
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of tu inveatigation, before and durl.ng the time that biological action 
was aatabllshed in the. lagoons. After the 60th day, the teaperature of 
the lagoon supernatant waa probably the moat important factor influenc-
ing the generally increasing trend in 00D. 
From Figure 5, it ia apparent that the moat stable period for each 
lagoon, in terms of supernatant COD, occurred between the 42nd and 60th 
day of the investigation. Preceding this pe.riod, the loading rate was 
extremely variable and ,the liquid temperature decreased approximately 
10°F. in each lagoon. After this period, the loading rate was greatly 
reduced. Also after the 60th day• the air and liquid temperatures dropped 
rapidly and ice formation occurred in all lagoons, which made it difficult 
to load the. lagoons properly. The depth of ice formation is discussed in 
a later saction. However, moat of the lagoons froze to such a depth that 
proper loading was impossible. All except lagoona A and B hegan to lose 
liquid under the ice through exfiltration. Lagoons E and F were complete-
ly dry by the 87th day and were not loaded ag,lin. Losaea through ex-
filtration and depth of ice were not included in the calculation. of load-
ing rates for the tagoona. Por theee reasons, data collected after the 
60th day are not included in an.y comparuons of lagoon perfonu.nce. 
Data collected between the 42nd and 60th day of the investigation 
were selected for a comparison of perfot"IDAnce among the lagoons baeed on 
tu COD of the supernatant. During thi• period, it appeared that the COD 
had reache.d a relatively constant value in each lagoon. Therefore, com-
paring the average.a of the COD values obMrved for each lagoon during 
this period should result in an indication of possible differences in 
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, treatment efficiency among the lagoon•. 1he average 00D valuaa 1n each 
lagoon are. •hwn in Table 6. 
Table 6. Average COD of lagoon U.qutd observed fr• 42nd to 60th day 
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Oomparlng 1aioon1 of llke depths but of different loading rates, that 
f.8, lagoon A to lagoon a, lagoon C to lagoon D, and lagoon I to lagoon r, 
it ts sun that the diffuencu in level of COD deer .... u the dapth of 
lagoon decreaaea. At the greater depth of 9.83 feet the lover loading 
rata rdul ted in a 34 percent d1fferuce in am. At the intermediate 
depth, the difference-. 17 percent, and at the 1hallower depth the dlf .. 
ference wu· l••• than 1 percent. Obvioualy, the reduction 1n COD for 
each pair of lagoona was not proportional to the reduction 1n loading 
rate. 
Comparilon of result• from lagoons with apprcudmately the .-.. load-
ing rate but of different dapthll, that ia, comparison of results obtained 
with lagoons A, c. and I' and wlth lagoons ·B, D, and~. result in differ-
encu which are leaa than the ·difference• betwe.en lagoons of like depth. 
These 41.ffe.re.ncea and the diffuencea daacribed 1n the preceding para-
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paph an ahOIRI 1raphicall1 in rt.gure 6. In the f 1&un • L rein:-aent• the 
dllferenc• in tba average COD level• obtained at the high and the low 
loacU.ng rate. o1 , o2, an4 D3 npreeent diffennc, .. 1n the aftrage COD 
level obta1ned at the thr:ee 4eptha. The difference, L, 18 greater than 
either DpDz• and o3• It appeara, therefore, tut in general the effect of 
depth oa the level of COD ebaerve4 ia the lagoou ·•• le•• than the effect 
of a eb.ange 1n loading rate. Tllere doea, however, ... to be a alpifieant 
interactl.on effect bet.w'Mn loadina rate and depth. Ia other vords, the 41f-
terenee 1n 00D le9"-l betveea the h.igh and low loadlag ratu doea not re-
main eonatat over the raap of depths atwll.ed, but tnereuee with depth. 
Thia trend 1.a clearly ahOlffl in figure 6. 
Anetb.e.r compariaon wllich can be ude aong lagoena 11 betven 
lagoou of diffareat loa~U.111 rat.ea and different daptha which rcaceived equal 
.-ounta of raw wute. Two eeta of lagoons were ava114ble for auch a cca-
puiaon. l.qoon. I received tba •-- total amount of wute u lagoon c, 
t.oa.41.aa; rate OOD of auper-
Depth (LlMI. Vol. 801.) natan.t 
Lqoon (ft) boob cu IV•:vS (ag/1) 
• 9.83 4.88 1019 Q 4.73 10.05 1216 
I) lt.73 5.03 1014 , 2.67 8.89 1307 
a4 lagoon O reeehect tu 1ae total UIOUl'lt of waate aa lagoon P. Por 
botll 1et1 of lagooae, the greater depth re.aulted in a lover level of COD 
in the lag on euperna.tant. Thla CCllllpariaon demoutratu the wealr.aee1 of 
deatping an anaerobic lagoon on the baale of a surface loading rate. such 
• pouaa of BOD or COD per acre per day. It 1.a a.ppu,mt fr• the lnvutl-

Fl.gure 6. Graphical CCQlp&riaon of lagoon performance based on 
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gation that the loading criteria for an anaerobic lagoon. ahould be in 
terma of the araomt of vute added to the taaoon per unit volume of liquid 
1a the lagoon. 
Tba data are insufficient to jutify the estimation of level• of COD 
to be expe.ctac:1 from anKro'bic lagoons loaded at various loadiag ratu. 1f 
ne uame1 tut the data in Table 6 repreaent an approximate utlute of 
the opt11dll COD levels obtained in this experinlent • then all teat lagoou 
ware operating in the range of approxiutely 82 to 89 percent ndllctioa 
of COD in the raw waste. 
If we aaame that sedimentation takea out the aae fraction of COD 
u waa raovect by filtration, tun the lagoon& ahould be expected to re-
duce the COD frc:a 8,870 mg/1 to about 2800-3000 mg/1, or a.bOut a 66 per-
cent reduction. lbua, it ta obvioua that aame. biological agradatlon of 
the waate did occur 1n the lagoona. 
volatile aolida 1'o aip1f1cant difference• in tlul volatile aolida 
content of the lagoon liquida were noticed. vatuu obNrved on the 76th 
day of the inveatigation are shCMt in Table 7. A&a'tlling an average of 
about 1000 atg/1 in the lagoon aupernatant and a valua ot 7,240 ag/1 in the 
raw waste, thi• rep-reaenta a nduetion of volatU• aollda tn the lacocm 
aupem.atant of about 86 percent. 
Table 7. p1l and volatile •oli4a content of lagoon •upernatant 
Lagoon pH Vol. sol. (mg/1) 
A 1.2 lbi'3 
B 7.1 840 
C 7.0 990 
D 7.2 860 
I 7.3 1050 ., 7.2 ~70 
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!!! The pH of the lagoon 1upematant did not vary appreciably in 
any aingle lagoon or among lagoons during tha fi.r1t 39 daya of obaerva-
ti.on. The, pit of the varioua lagoons ranged generally from 6.8 to 7.2, 
with one low value of 6.S obaerved in lagoons C and D, and a high value 
of 7.4 obaerved once in lagoon P. The pH of each lagoon on tbe 40th day 
of o,-ration is ab.own in Table 7. 
Temprature and ice formation Aa the investigation progruaed 
into the fall, the aurfaee teaperaturea of the lagoon• deerueed quite 
reasonably at a aomawhat lower rate than the aurrounding air (Tablea 12 
and 13). The temperature• of the shallower lagoou naturally decreased 
at a alightly greater rate than the deeper lagoon.a. Ice formation began 
on all lagoons except lagoou A and B, the deeper lagoon•, about November 
27, the 68th day of operation.. By Decelllber 1, a thin film of ice had alao 
formed on thue lagoon•. On that date, the ice cover •• from 3 to 5 inchaa 
thick on the other lagoona. On December 23, the 91f.th day of operation, l~ 
inches of lee covered lagoons A and B, 6J..i inches of ice covered lagoons C 
and D, and lagoons E and P were frozen to a depth of approximately 9 
inchu. After this date., lagoon• E and F began to lose l lquid through u-
f il tration at a rate auch that they would be almoat completely •pty by 
the ti.me of the next loading. Those two lagoon• were not used for data 
collection thereafter. Howaver, they we.re filled with clear water and ob-
serv.d periodically for poasible useful information. On January 20 the 
laat date on which the lagoons were sampled, lagoon.a A and B were covered 
by S inches of ice, lagoon C by 15 lnehea of ice, and lagoon D by 12 inches 
of ice. The temperature of the lagoon liquid appr~lmately l to 2 inch.ea 
below the ice reached a low of l2°F. in lagoon C by December 23 and in 
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lagoons B and D by January 20. By that date the liquid temperature ill 
lagoon A had not fall• belw 34°F. 
Analysis of bottm eludi• 
Sludge aamplu fr• each lagoon were obtained on De.eember S, the. 
76th day of operation. The depth of acc\laulated aludge in each. lagoon ia 
given in Table 8, along with total and volatile aolids, volatile acids, 
and aettleable aolida in the sludge. Tb.a depth of aluqe in lagoon B 
could not be measured by either method ueed. The. aludge layer waa appar-
ently too thin. For purposes of chemical analyaea alu4ge aamplu fr0l1l 
lagoon I were obtained by acraping a can along the bott• of the lagoon. 
Onl7 about 8 inches of liquid waa pre.unt in the. lagoon at the time. 
1'll4 m.ethod used to collect the sludge samples resulted in••• lagoon 
liquid being pumped from the lagOOllS along with the aludge particlea. There-
fore, the val11&s shown ln Table 8 for volatile acida, total solids, and 
volatile solid& do not represent the true characteristics of the sludge 
utertal in place at the bottoma of the lagoona. 
The Ullll>l•• were obtained after lagoons I and F had loat most of the.tr 
liquid volume through exfUtration. Therefore. in making c•pari.eone among 
the lagoons. results froa these two lagoons are not conaidered. 
Volatile acids Due to the dilution of the aludge sample• by an 
unknown amount of aupe.raatant. the volatile acids determtnatlona were con-
ducted on a mixture of lagoon supernatant and bottom sludge. &xcept for 
lagoons. all determination• ruulted in volatile acids concentratiou well 
below 2000 mg/1, which ia a ge.nex-ally acceptfild upper Umi.t for aucceasful 
anaerobic digestion. 
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Total and volatile solids (Table 8) Total solids and volatile 
solids concentrations in the eludges ar• not significant in themalvaa due 
to the dilution of the samples. However, the percentage of volatile solids 
in the sludge appeared to be greater in lagoons A and B, the deeper lagoona, 
than in lagoons C and D. 
Se.ttleable eolida (Table 8) An Imhoff cone wu used to determine 
the amount of ae.ttleable solids in the aludp aaraplea. In performing the 
teat, it was noticed that the solids settled into two distinct layers, a 
lwer layer of extremely coarse-grained utarial and an upper layer of 
fine black particles appearing to be about l rd.lli.Mte.r in diameter. The 
relative. amounts of each kind of particle to the total aettleable solids 
in the Imhoff cone varied among the lagoons aa show in Tabla 7. The 
coarse material was caaposed of fud and waste mate.rial that had not been 
deeompoaed by the. biological action in the lagoons. 
Table 8. baulta of analyeia of sludp e&lllple.a taken on December s 
Lagoon Sludge Volatile solida Volatile Settleable aolida 
depth (mgJi) cl of total) acids Totai Feed particle• 
(in.) (Dlg/1) (iul/1) (1,) 
A 10.S 9.380 81.8 680 145 25 
B s.s 10.210 85.3 470 125 17 
C 6.0 8,180 18.5 330 2.20 45 
D 3.S 40,980 75.l 520 500 30 
E 58,890 89.2 2,390 8SO 41 
F 2.0 20,580 83.l S00 260 30 
Sludp depth total depth of aludp in each lagooa conforu.d 
to the generall1 accepted rule that the atllOWlt of alUdge produced 
by anaerobic dlpatioa ta proportional to the total amount of f .. 4 or raw 
wate introduced to the process. Sludge IIUIIUl"ed ln this study an 
ab.am in Tabla s. t.agoona A and C, loaded at the heavier volatile aoli.da 
loa41.ag rate, uperlenced aludge buildup of approximately 9-10 percent of 
their origiul depth during the flret 76 day• of operation. Lagoon• Band 
D, the U.ghter loaded lagoon•, exparienced sludge buildup of approx:laately 
4-6 percent of tu.lr original depth. The. data ahov that neither the vola-
tile aolida loading rate nor tha depth of the lagoon had any noticeable ef-
fect on the amount of aludp buildup in the lagoona. The aludge depth waa 
apparently daterained by the total amount of raw wute added to the lagooa 
regardless of the loading rate. For exuple, lagoon A had the •- depth u 
lagoon a, but the loadiag rat.ta was twice that of lagoon B. l'b.erefore, twice 
aa much raw vute waa laltro4uced into lagoon A. Tb.a ruultiag al\ldge depth 
in lagoon A •• approximately twice the apth la lagoon B. Lagoon C wae 
loacled at approximately the ..... rate aa lagoon A, but etnce ite 4epth wu 
approxiaately OU•b.alf that of lagoon A, tt recai"d only one-half u auch 
waste material, or the lataa total amount received by lagoon a. Tb.a reaulta 
ah.ow that the aptb.e of sludge in lagoou a and c wen. approximately equal 
and were both approximately 50 percent of the alu4p depth measured 1n 
lagoon A. 
Ia teru of yearly aludge buildup, the heavier loaded lagoons were 
acc•ulatin& 1ludge at the rate of about 48 perceat of their original depth 
per year; lagoon.a Band D, at approxlmataly 2'+ p.rceat. Obvioualy, thua 
values apply only to th& teat lagoona during the period of operatioa. 
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Sine• tba inve•ti1ation waa relatively abort and waa COllducted during a 
colder period of the year, these valuas are undoubtedly far higher tb.aa 
they ahould be. l'be reaulta indicate, however. that the higher loading 
rate• studied would probably be too hlgh due to exceaalv• al\ldge accumula-
tion. Since a lagoon would probably fill with aludge at l••• than the 
above rates, it appears that the lower loading ratea might be acceptable 
under certain conditions. •uch aa if the lagoon wu to be la o,-ration for 
only a few ,eara. 
Slu5!1! compoaition The ccapoeltlon ef the. aludge wu apparently 
infl:ueuced by both loading rate and depth of lagoon. 'l'he perc.atap of 
feed particles obHrve.d 1n the aludge sample• are ahown in Table 8. The•• 
particles apparently pa•• through the lagoon proce, ... relatively a-
altered 1n color, size, or shape. The reault• indicate that sou lagoon• 
wen aon efficient than others tn the decc:apoaitlon of auch particlea. 
Bffect of loading rate To obtain an indication of the effect 
of loading rate on sludge c•i,o.itlon, lagoona can be c0&1pared which bad 
the .... depth but which were loaded at different volatile aolida loading 
rate,. Lagoon A can be compared to lagoon a, and lagoon c to lagoon D. 
Lagoon A received twice u much raw waste aa lagoon B, and lagoon C n-
caiftd twice •• much u lagoon D. The percentage of feed hull• in the. 
sludge aapla from the lighter loaded lagoons,•• .... ured by volume in 
the Illhoff cone, waa approxilllately 32-33 percent leaa than the percentage 
fort.he heavier loaded lagoons. Apparently, the lighter loading rate re-, 
sulted in a higher efficiency of degradation of the bard to digest feed 
particle.a. 
Effect of depth To obtain an indication of tba effect of 
daptb. on sludge compositiou, lagoons of approximately the aaae loading 
rate but of diff$Nnt depths can be COlllpared. Lagoon. A can be compared 
to lagoon c. and lagoon B to lagoon D. The reaulta show that at the deeper 
depths the percentage of feed particles was about 5.S-56 percent of that at 
the shallower depths. Since lagoon A received twice aa much raw waste as 
lagoon C, and lagoon B received twice aa much waste aa la.goon D, the depth 
of sludge in lagoons A and B waa approximately twice u great as in the 
shallower lagoona. However, the portion of the sludge depth which was coa-
posed of feed particle.a remained approximately the same bet.we.en lagoone of 
the •ame loading rate. Por example., even though the total depth of sludge 
in lagoon A was twice the total amount in lagoon C, both lagoons contained 
relatively the. aame amount of feed particles. Since lagoon A received 
twice as many feed particle& as lqoon C during the period of oparatton. 
but at the time. the sludge was sampled contained the same amount of feed 
particles, it is apparent that the deeper lagoons were acc(IIBp11ahing the 
de.gradation of the l i.gnacioua particles at approximately twice the. rate 
of the shallower lagoons. The percentage of feed particles in the aludi• 
samples frOUl lagoon B. which was approximately twice the depth of lagoon C 
and wu loaded at the lcJ1,1t1ir loading rate.• waa about 62 percent laaa than 
lagoon C. Apparently, increasing the depth and decreasing the loadiiig rate 
both act in the aame c:U..rection to in.crease the. operating efficiency of the 
lagoon in the destruction of faed particles. This ia also shown by com.-
paring the results of lagoons A and D, where the decreased lagoon depth 
and lower loading rate resulted in only a minor difference in the percentage 
of feed parti.c lea preae.nt in the sludge. 
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Apparently, the shallower depths also resulted in a slightly lover 
percentage of volatile solids in the sludge residue. 
Subjective Observations 
Odor -
Odor is a difficult it.ell to evaluate. For example, on one clay 
lagoon A might amell woree than lagoon c, where.as the nut day the situa-
tion might be reversed. An odor analysis must, therefore, be an extremely 
subjective picture of lagoon performance over the entire period of ope.ra-
tion. 
The lagoon• were f ir1t loaded on September 21. No odor •• detected 
from any lagoon tor three days, when a alight n2s odor was aoticed from 
lagoon A. After one. week, th.is odor had become quite. noticeable, but not 
too objectionable. After one week, lagoon B had developed a very alight 
odor. After two weeka, the. odor frcm lagoon A had becOClle quite objection-
able, due to a strong odor of n2s. Aa yet only a very alight odor had 
been noticed from the other five lagoons. During the. period from October 
9 to Octob&r 20, when the lagoon• we.re allowed to stand idle, no noticeable 
change in odor was detected. Afte.r about one IIIOllth, the. odor .from lagoon A 
had become definitely putrid. Lagoon B was the. only other lagooa that had 
u yat developed an ea1Uy detectable odor. Th• other lagoons all developed 
noticeable odors before the. end of the investigation, but none of the odors 
seemed too obnoxious. The odor from lagoon A remained extremely bad 
throughout the rest of the invutigation. 
ll1ffuencea in odor a110ng lagoons B, C, and D, could not be detected. 
The odor wu noticeable, but not obnoxiou. It waa nimtnlacent of the odor 
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of raw municipal sewage. Occasionally harsh odors were noticed from 
lagoons E and F, but for th.a aoat part no diaagreeable odora occurred. 
Their uaual odor could be compared to that of stagnant water i.n a shallow 
pond or river slough. 
Considering the entire period of the investigation up to November 27, 
when tee. began to form on the lagoona, th¥. odor production may be etated 
as follows. The worst odors were produced by lagoon A followed by lagoon 8. 
The. lea.at disagreeable odors were produced by lagoone I and F. Again, the 
odor from lagoon A was by f.u the most objectionable. It would then ap-
pear that the odor becauae more objectionable as the depth increased. 
How.aver, odor• would probably have been much more noticeable had the lagoons 
been larger, which might have resulted in a different conclusion concerning 
odor production. 
Gaa production 
Bubbles of gas were obaerved first in lagoon A after about one week 
of operation. By October 8, the 18th day of operation, gas bubble• we.re 
observed in all lagoons except lagoon F. The. first bubbles were observed 
in th.is lagoon on Octobe.r 30. The.re was no noticeable difference among 
the lagoons in the quantity of bubbles produced. Apparently. the gaa waa 
being produced by anaerobic digestion which waa taking place in all of the 
lagoons. 
Rising sludge occurred frequently in all lagoons except lagoons A 
and B. Sludge in large quantities was observed rising to the surfaces of 
lagoons E and Fon October 27. This date corresponds quite well with the 
sudden rise. in liquid COD in these lagoons. Solids teats on the samples 
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of th• lagoon liquid taken at that time ahowed the total ao11ds content of 
the supernatant i.n lagoon A to be 0.19 percent, that of lagoon C to be 0.17 
percent, of lagoons Band D to be 0.15 percent, And of lagoons E and F to 
be 0.18 percent. lliffarencea among the.Se values do not appear to be alg .. 
n1f1cant. 
Amara.nee 
Scum cover After only l day of loading, acWD had formed on all 
lagoons. The cover was very li4ht and diaappe.a.red after a few days. Af-
ter 16 days of operation la.oons A and B we.re. completely covered by a tniek 
grey sew layer., After 33 days, a light covering of grey scum was noticed 
on latoona C and D, and a light red scum over lagoons Band F. Traces of 
red we.re also noticed i.n the grey scum which covered lagoon B. After 37 
days of operation lagoons B, E, and F, were completely cove.red by red scum. 
Lagoon A was still completely cove.re.db!( grey scum. Lagoons C and D were 
partially covered by a grey scum layer, but a trace of red waa noticed i.n 
each lagoon. By the 4-6th day of operation, (November 5), all lagoons ex-
cept lagoon A were 50-100 percent cove.red by a th.in layer of red scum. 
Lagoon A waa still covered by grey sew. 
Incomplete laboratory tests indicated that the red scum was probably 
c0l1lposed of a Euglena type of algae, wnile the grey scum waa probably 
formed by a type of yeast. The red scum and the grey scum to a leaaer ex-
tent we.re easily broken up by gentle. agitation with a pole. On windy days, 
the degree of coverage of the lagoon surface.a waa greatly diminished. 
1'he test lagoons had very small surface. are.as, and the water aurfacea 
were approximately 1 foot below ground level. 'l'he.ae conditions undoubtedly 
reduced the. etfectlvene•• of wind and ..,,. action la l>reald.q up the 
layer, of •c• OD th& lagoona. 
Color s .. mention 1hould be uda of color, eYen though it might 
not be oouldend a .... _. of tagooa perforlaaace. Where a lagoon Qllt 
of --••it, be located vitld.n the oecui.oaal view of the publla; hoNever, 
color rilay contribute to tlMa cwerall acceptance of the operation. All · 
1aaoona ,.... WtiallJ fill-4 with clear city wtu • ti.lie J>l'Oll'91Md. 
the U.quld 1n all lagoou chege4 to a dark grey eolor. U.4.uid 1n 
lagooa A was at tlllu dafialtaly l>laek. After only oae loading, the 
11,u14 1n lagoon A had Nl\lll to tun color. Th• 114utd 1n lapon J3 ft.rat · 
cll•p4 to a U.pt greesa, then to a vuy dark P'Mflt and, by September 21, 
to a gre7•blac.k color. 'l'he• lagoou tamahaed grey to black 1n color 
tb.roupout tha reutnde.r of the l.mutigation. 
Lagoona c and D prog..-....4 froa el.ear water to a gnenla1' U.qui.d. 
By September 24, the liquJd 1a lagooa C had turned to a W17 dark ll'NII 
an41>7 S.ptalbu 27 W chaqecl to greyf.ab.-black. tqoon D retaf.fted a 
gl'Mll1ah color until October 2, vb.ea it alao tw:aed to a very dal'k grey. 
Lqoou I-· P turned quickly to a dark gnea. lAgODII P vu .1.,.. 
aU.ghtly darker la color tllaa lagoon. 1. a, No'WPINr S, the liquid 1n both 
taaoou-. a very opaque black, tut of lagoon B btaiq __..t the 
blaeur. All lagoou reulaed grey to black 1n color for the nu1n4er 
of the lnveatigattoa. 
Iwct 1>e,dJ.a1 After tu 1agoou wre 1.rdtt.ally filled, what 
appund to be a type of laNct larv• appeared 1n tile 1urfaea layer of 
each lagOOA. Lua• aumben of -11 flJia& lnNcte wan alao notlc.-4 
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hovering around and clinging to the inside walls of the lagoon• above the 
water aurface. After the aacond loading, no trace of insects was again 
noticed near any lagoon. It is probable that moat larvae or insects pres-
ent in the surface layers were washed out the overflow with the lagoon ef-
fluent. No further evidence of the presence of insects was noticed. 
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StHWlY 
Effect of Depth 
l'be depth of lagoon appeared to exert a major effect on the COl'llpo-
•ition of the accuraulated aludp 1n the lagoons. lncreu1ng the depth 
realllted in a b.lghar percentage of dige.ation of the raw waste. eapeelally 
of the bard to digest aoU.da auch aa feed particl••• Due to i.naufficlent 
data, the actual cauae can not be detariained. There are. several factors 
related to depth which mipt aff•ct lagoon performance. auch u temperature 
variation at different depths, stratification in the lagoon liquid layers, 
and gu formatiOD in tha aludie layer. Possibly ona or tl'lore of these or 
other unknown factors resulted in the lighter diguted eludge particle• 
occupring a larger apac. ln the daeper lagoons, which would account SOile• 
what for th4 lowar percentage of fud particle• in the sludge in these 
lagoona. The depth of lagoon exerted no noticeable effect on the total 
depth of alu~ buildup in the lagoons. 
Bffects due to poaaible interaction• of depth with loading rate or 
other factors uy alao be lutportant. but can not be isolated ba••d on data 
from thie i.nvutigation. It ia obvious however, that the depth of the 
lagoon, or SOlllfl factor or factors related to depth. doel exert a noticeable 
effec:t on the digution proceea which taku place 1n an anaerobic lagoon 
uaed for the dbpoaal of nine waste•. 
It is not obvious frcm the results of this investigation What effect, 
if any, the depth of lag:OOA had on the. OOD of the lagoon supernatant. The 
average COD 1n the lagoons having the great•r depth and in the lagoon& 
having the leaae.r depth were both greater than the CO» in the lagoons of 
intU'll6diate depth. 'lb.la indicates that the COD of t.ha 1u.pematant waa 
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probably most affected by variou cC111bination1 of depth and loading rate, 
not by depth alone.. 
Effect of Loading Rate 
In. this invuttgation, the loading rate. was dete.rminad in three ways. 
Table 12 in the Appendix include& loading; data for each time the lagoons 
were loaded in te.rma of: l) total pounds of COD and volatile solids added. 
to the lagoons at each loading. 2) po1mcla of volatile solids added per 
1000 cubic fut per day, and 3) pounds of COD adde.d per acre of lagoon 
surface area per day. 
Evaluation of the analytical data indicates that the loading rate. in 
te.nu of pounds of volatile solids per 1000 cubic f•t per day aarte.d a 
slightly greater effect on the OOD of the lagoon eupernatant than either 
depth of lagoon or the vari.ows combinations of depth and loadin& rate.. 
The higher loading rates re.aulted in a higher aupernatant OOD than did the 
lowa.r loading rates. Tb.is affect appe,ued to be greater aa the depth of 
lagoon was inereaaed. 
When lagoons loaded at the same. surface loading rate, i.e., pounds of 
COD per acre per day, but having different depths were c•pare.d. the COD of 
the supernatant in the shallcwar lagoons appeared to be significantly 
greater. Where varying depths are in use, surface loading rate ab.ould not 
be ued as the loading criteria. 
The total amount of raw waste added to the lagoon, regardless of the 
depth of lagoon or the rate at which the waat.e i& added. appe..ara to be the 
controlling factor in dete.raiinin.g th& depth of aludge which will accmulate. 
in the lagoon. 
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The subjective observations obtained during the investigation point 
to no obvious conclusions concerni~ significant effects of either depth 
or loading rate. Only lagoon A stands out from the rest according to 
these observations. Lagoon A, which received th• greatest total amount 
of raw t1asta during the investigation. consistently produced odors which 
were more obnoxious than those produced by any other lagoon. Lagoon A 
received at least twice the total amount of raw waste received by any 
other lagoon and, therefore. experienced at least twice as much sludge 
accumulation as any other lagoon. Possibly the odor problem was due to in-
creased gas production caused by the large &1DOunt of bottom sludge present 
in the lagoon. 
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In evaluatiag the naulta fraa the. 1.nvaatigation, aeveral ruults of 
ujor importanee were observed. 
Lagoou A and C were operated at a loading rate of 9-10 poun:da of 
volatile aolldl per 1000 cubtc feet per day. Lagoon A produced foul odor• 
throughout the #tudy. Both lagoons snowed a rate .of sludge accumulation 
which would fill them cOllpletaly in approximately 2 years. Baaed on tbaae 
crLteria, lagoons A and C did not operate satbfactorUy. The COD of the 
supernatant in then lagoons wae about l.SOOm.g/1 aad 1200 mg/1 raapectively. 
Lagoons B and D wen loaded at a rate of 4-S poms.de of volatUe aolida 
per 1000 cubic feet par day. The COD of the aupullatant in lagoon B, the 
dee.per lagoon waa approxi.utely the •am.a as ti.. COD f.a lagoon D, about 
1000 mc/1. Tb.& odor produced by lagoon a differed little in strength from. 
that produced. by lagoon D. kithe.r aeeMd too offensive. 
Lagoou A and a weR about 10 feet deep, approxillately twice the depth 
of lagoons a and D. Lagoons A and B appeared to be: approximately twice as 
eff tcieat aa lagoons C and D in the dotruction of U.gnacioua material 
pre.ant in the raw wute.. 
All lagoons showed a OOD removal efficiency of 82-89 pereent. Lagoon• 
Band Dab.owed the hi.ghut l'8l\lfW&l efficiency, and lagoon A. the lowest. 
The u.jor concluaiona uy be. stated u follow•: 
1) An f.ncraued volatile sol id• loading rate raise.a the level ot 
COD in the lagoon supernatant to a greater exte.nt than does an 
increase in lagoon depth. 
2) A loading rate of 10 poundB of volatile aolida per 1000 cw.,ic 
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feet per day la unaatiafactory for the euceeaaful operation of 
an anaerobic awine waate lagoon. 
3) At a given loading rate, the efficiency of the lagoon in tb.e de-
compoaf.tion of U.gnacioua material in the raw waate ia greatly 
in.ct;e&Hd by an inc.ruMd depth of lagoon. 
4) With rupect to color, IC\llll formation, and insect breeding, no 
noticeable diffenncu were discovered among the lagoon de.ptha 
and loading ratea studied. 
In the dealgn of an anaerobic lagoon for the disposal of waetea from 
a evf.na confi.rl.el1'ent unit, the first it.eta that must ie mown 1a the nmber 
of hop which will be served by the lagoon. Knowing tb.i.a and knowing the 
av.rage Mnure production per hog and the average composition of the 
.anure (Tables 1 and 2), the total aaount of wuta to be diapoeed of per 
day can be eatimate.d. BaHd on this atudy, it 1a recomme.nded th.at tbe cte-
aign loading rate to be waed ahould be. 'be.wean Sand 10 pounda of volatile 
aolida per 1000 cubic feet per day. 
Naturally, the lowut poeaible loading rate will ruult in the moat 
efficient lagoon perforaaanoe. Bowver, tbe loading rate to 'be used ab.ould 
be that which will reaul t in acce.ptable lagoon pe.rf onaance and also in the 
least annual coat to the awln• producer. The loading rate affects the. an-
nual coat in 2 ways: 1) the. higher the loading rate, the fut.er the •lude• 
accumulation, which will reault in 11\ore freq\lPt cleaning of the lagoons 
thereby i.ncre.aaing the annual coat, and 2) as the loading rate i.ncre.aau, 
the coat of lagoon construction will decrNn t>eoauH of the leaar liquid 
volme which will be requlre.d. There.fore, the opt.ill.um aiae of lagoon will 
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be tllat Wh1ch glve• acceptable per.foraance and re1ult• in a •inf.a• total 
auual ooat of conatnctton and cleanlag. '1'he ruulta of thl.a 1aveat1ga-
t1oa ahow tlul't aptb.a of at leaat 10 feet are pract14al wh&n loactin& ratu 
of appng1raately 5 pounda of volatile ao11da par 1000 cubic feat per 4ay 
are. uaed. It ii reccmendad. t1-n.fore. that the lagoon be 4U1pa4 wlth 
a dapth of at lwt 10 fMt. stnce it :ta pnwall7 lw upauiva to 4ls; 
tb.& lagoon ... ,.. than to acquini a44f.tional land, ti. UMU." .... d depth 
will reaul t iD • greatu lagoon volume, tbareby 4Mnaa1aa tbAt loa41q 
n.ta, w1thout greatly inenaatng tba coat of aonatructt.on. 
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Tal>le 10. COD of lagoon supernatant 
sampling Day 
X I 
ta1oon OOD 50: 
I ., date of run a · B 
Sept. 22 2 188 2g2 IM8 216 102 222 
24 4 376 231 372 129 144 208 
27 7 408 291 "'82 200 280 276 
28 8 682 403 604 466 65 641 
30 10 129 416 612 535 321 506 
Oct. 2 12 716 419 604 443 380 529 
" 14 677 450 541 391 393 539 6 16 800 52S 396 535 .530 425 
8 18 827 577 728 .587 581 734 
No data collected during this period 
20 30 851 531 725 697 641 182 
23 33 1,000 810 930 784 1,000 1,000 
25 35 1,445 810 953 781 1.300 1,450 
27 37 1,312 742 838 746 1,071 1,271 
lO 40 1,323 691 844 160 1,213 1,244 
Nov. l 42 1,257 644 889 857 1,170 1,337 
3 44 1,521 887 1,076 912 1,138 1,280 
s 46 1,617 933 1,345 952 1,315 1,SlS 
1 48 1,455 861 1,139 833 1,231 1,199 
9 so 1,555 1,024 1,301 984 1,414 1,354 
11 52 1,516 987 1,172 948 1,214 1,160 
13 54 1,$24 980 1,244 964 1,330 1,285 
15 56 1,438 945 1,224 960 1,328 1,272 
11 58 1,518 1,518 1,052 1,300 1,321 1,310 
19 60 1,690 1,501 1,139 1,250 1.411 1.4ss 
27 68 1,700 1,077 1,398 1,162 1,410 1,434 
Dec. 1 12 1,781 1,090 1,707 1,334 1,718 1,697 
16 87 1,764 l,llfli 1,542 1,340 2,1704 1,820 
23 94 1,961 1,045 l,SSS 1,289 
___ ..,._ 
---------
30 101 1,931 1,073 1,565 1,465 ------- ......... Jan 6 108 2,153 1,214 914 1,347 ..,. _____ __ __ _, __ 
13 us 2,237- 1,329 1,,n1 1,466 
___ .._. ___ ---20 122 2,318 1.340 1.630 1,610 _..,., .... ........... 
4 Loadlng and aampll.ng of la&oona Sand. F were dtaconti.nued after 
December 16 
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Table 11 (a). Loading rates for lagoon A 
Day Lb. of voi- Lb. of Lb. voI. Lb. cm Hydraulic 
of ati.le solf.da COD solids §4r per load~g 
Date l'Wl. added added 1000 ft -day acre-dal (tt. ) 
1964 
. 
S.pt.21 1 4.04 3.86 10.52 4,320 9.0 
23 3 1.74 l.94 4.54 2,170 
2S 5 3.30 4.56 8.60 S,090 
29 9 2.86 3.22 7.45 3,600 
Oct. l 11 10.12 4.32 26.40 4,830 
3 13 12.47 9.70 32.50 10,800 
s 15 2.64 4.70 6.89 S,250 
7 17 5.11 8.76 13.34 9,780 
9 19 3.71 S.46 9.68 6,100 
No data collected during this period 
22 32 8.70 11.13 22.72 12,400 
24 34 6.07 9.63 15.84 10,800 
27 37 s.so 3.55 14.33 3,970 
28 38 3.37 2.90 8.80 3,240 
30 40 2.81 2.79 7.33 3,120 
Nov. l 42 4.49 4.90 11.11 S,470 
3 44 3.03 4.74 7.90 S,290 
,5 46 l.91 4.79 4.98 5,350 
1 48 5.05 3.37 13.18 3,760 
9 50 2.36 6.90 6.15 7,710 
11 52 3.54 5.62 9.24 6,280 
13 54 3.14 S.11 8.20 6,380 
15 56 3.88 5.89 10.11 6,580 
174 58 S.90 7.05 15.40 7,860 
27b 68 9.44 9.06 2.46 1,012 18.0 
Dec. 9e 80 1.46 2.77 1.09 885 
16d 87 5.84 9.62 4.34 3,076 
23 94 2.82 4.34 2.10 1,380 
30 101 6.40 10.06 4.76 3.210 
1965 -Jan. 6 108 3.14 4.84 2.34 1,540 
13 us 2.82 5.54 2.10 1.110 
20 122 2.92 4.28 2.17 1,368 
•ta.at loading performed on alternate day buia. Loading ratu for 
thia day calculated over period from November 17-18, a period of 2 days 
bLoading rates for this day calculated over period from. November 
19-De.cember 8, a period of 20 daye 
CJ3e..gan once a week loading; rate• bued on 7--d.&y interval 
donly lagoon A waa loaded on this date 
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Table 11 (b). Loading rates for lagoon B 
Day Lb. of vol- Lb. of Lb. vol Lb. COD Hydraulic 
of atile aoli.da COD aolida tr per loading 
Date run aclde.d added 1000 ft -da, acre-day (ft.3) 
1964 -Sept. 
- 21 l 2.02 1.93 5.26 2.100 4.S 
23 3 0.87 0.91 2.27 1,085 
25 s 1.65 2.28 4.30 2,545 
u 9 1.43 1.61 3.72 1,800 
Oct. 
l 11 s.O6 2.16 13.20 2,415 
3 13 6.24 4.85 16.25 5,400 
s 15 1.32 2.35 3.44 2,62.S 
7 17 2.56 4.38 6.67 4,890 
9 19 1.86 2.73 4.84 3,050 
No data collected during this period 
22 32 4.35 5.57 11.36 6,200 
24 34 3.04 4.82 7.92 5,400 
27 37 2.75 1.78 7.16 1,985 
28 38 1.68 1.45 4.40 1,620 
30 40 1.40 1.40 3.67 1,560 
Nov. 
l 42 2.25 2.45 5.86 2.735 
3 44 1.52 2.37 3.95 2,645 
s 46 0.96 2.40 2.99 2,675 
1 48 2.53 1.69 6.59 1,880 
9 so 1.18 3.45 3.08 3,855 
11 52 1.77 2.81 4.62 3,140. 
13 54 1.57 2.86 4.10 3,190 
15 56 1.94 2.95 5.06 3,290 
17 58 2.95 3.52 7.70 3,ii30 
274 68 4.72 4.53 1.23 l ,'640 9.0 
Dee .• b 
9 80 0.73 1.38 0.27 440 
23c 1.41 2.17 1.05 345 
30 101 3.20 S.03 2.38 1,600 
1965 -J'an. 
6 108 1.57 2.42 1.17 770 
13 us l.91 2.77 1.0S 680 
20 122 1.46 2.14 1.oa 680 
4 Loading rate calculated on 20-d&y basia 
bLagoon not loaded on December 16, therefore. loading· rat• calculated 
over a 2-week pe.riod 
c:e.gan once. a week loading• 
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Table 11 Cc). Loading rates for lagoon C 
Day Lb. of vol- Lb. of U>. vol Lb. COD Hydraulic 
of atile solids COD solids ~r per loading 
Date run added added 1000 ft -day acre-day (ft. 3) 
1964 
Sept.'21 1 2.02 1.93 10.95 2,160 4.SO 
23 3 0.87 0.97 4.71 1,085 11.00 
2.5 5 1.65 2.28 8.95 2,545 12.63 
29 9 1.43 1.61 7.15 1,800 11.00 
Oct. l 11 .S.06 2.16 27.42 2,415 14.25 
3 13 6.24 4.85 33.80 S,400 14.25 
5 15 1.32 2.35 7.15 2,625 , 11.00 
1 17 2.56 4.38 13.8$ lf.,890 :).38 
9 19 1.86 2.73 10.02 3,050 1.1s 
No data colleeud during thla pe.riod 
22 32 4.35 S.S7 23.60 6,200- 20.76 
24 3" 3.04 4.87 16.41 5,400 12.63 
27 37 2.15 1.78 14.90 1,985 4.50 
28 38 l.68 1.45 9.11 1,620 
30 40 1.40 1.40 7.60 l,S60 
Nov. l 42 2.25 2.45 12.20 2.735 
3 44 l.52 2.37 8.25 2,645 
5 46 0.96 2.40 S.20. 2,675 
1 48 2.53 1.69 13.70 1,880 
9 50 1.18 3.45 6.40 3,8.SS 
11 52 1.77 2.81 9.60 3,140 
13 S4 1.57 2.86 8.57 3,190 
15 56 1.94 2.95 10.Sl 3,290 
17 58 2.95 3.52 16.00 3,130 
27 68 4.72 4.53 2.56 1,440 
Dec. SI 80 0.73 1.38 0.57 lf40 
23 94 1.41 2.17 2'.18 345 
30 101 3.20 5.03 4.95 1,600 
1965 -.:Jan. 6 108 1.57 2.42 2.44 770 
ll 115 1.91 2.71 2.96 880 
20 122 1.46 2.14 2.26 680 
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Tabl• 11 (d). Loading rates for lagoon D 
Day Lb. of vol- Lb. of Lb. vol Lb. COD Hydraulic 
of a.tile solids COD solids ~r per loading 
Data run added added 1000 ft -day acre-day (ft.l) 
1964 
Sept-:-fi l 1.01 0.97 5.48 1,080 2.25 
23 3 0.44 0.49 2.36 S4B 15.25 
25 5 0.83 1.14 4.48 1,270 15.25 
29 9 0.72 0.81 3.38 900 12.00 
Oct. l 11 2.53 1.08 ll.71 1.210 12.00 
3 13 3.U 2.43 16.90 2,100 12.00 
s lS 0.66 1.18 3.S8 1,310 12.00 
7 17 1.28 2.19 6.94 2,450 8.75 
9 19 0.93 1.37 s.01 1,520 8.75 
No data collected during this period 
22 32 2.18 2.79 11.80 3,100 10.37 
24 34 1.52 2.44 8.20 2,700 2.2S 
27 37 1.38 0.89 7.45 900 
28 3a 0.84 0.73 4.56 810 
30 40 0.70 0.70 3.80 780 
Nov. l 42 1.13 1.23 6.10 1,360 
3 " 0.76 1.19 "· 13 1,120 s 46 0.48 1.20 2.60 l,340 
7 48 1.27 o.as 6.85 940 
9 50 O.S9 1.73 3.20 l,930 
11 52 0.89 1.41 4.80 l,570 
13 st. 0.79 1.43 4.29 1,.550 
15 56 0.97 1.48 S.26 1,620 
17 sa 1.47 1.76 s.oo 1,970 
27 68 2.36 2.26 1.28 720 
1965 -Dee. 9 80 0.36 0.6::J 0.28 220 
23 94 0.70 1.09 1.09 172 
30 101 1.60 2.Sl 2.48 soo 
J'an. 6 108 0.79 1.41 1.22 380 
ll ns 0.95 1.39 1.49 440 
20 122 0.73 1.07 1.13 340 
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Table 11 (e). Loading rates for lagoon B 
Day Lb. of vol- Lb. of Lb. vol Lb. OOD Hydraulic 
of atile eoU.da O)D solids ~r per loading 
Date run added added 1000 ft -day acre-day (ft.3) 
1964 
Sept.21 l o.so 0.48 4.48 .540 1.10 
23 3 0.22 0.2s 2.11 274 14.10 
25 s 0.42 0.57 3.98 635 10.85 
29 9 0.36 0.40 3.45 450 10.ss 
Oct. 1 11 1.46 0.54 12.12 60S 7.60 
3 13 1.56 1.22 14.96 1,350 S.98 
s 15 0.33 0.59 3.17 655 4.3.5 
7 17 0.64 1.10 6.14 1,225 4.35 
9 19 0.46 0.68 4.46 760 1.10 
No data collected during this period 
22 32 1.09 1.40 10.45 1,.5.SO 1.10 
24 34 0.76 1.22 7.2'J 1,350 
27 37 0.69 0.44 6.60 450 
28 38 0.42 0.36 4.02 l.t-05 
30 40 0.3.5 0.3S 3.36 390 
Nov. 1 42 1.06 0.62 S.42 680 
3 44 0.38 0.60 3.65 660 
s 46 0.24 0.60 2.30 670 
7 48 0.68 0.42 6.10 470 
9 so 0.29 0.86 2.78 965 
11 52 0.50 0.70 4.27 785 
13 54 0.40 0.72 3.78 11S 
15 56 0.48 0.74 4.6S 810 
17 58 0.78 0.88 7.0S 985 
27 68 1.18 1.13 1.13 360 2.25 
n.c. 9 80 0.18 0.34 0.24 110 
23 94 o.ss 0.54 o.~, 169 
30 101 o.so 1.26 2.19 l.t-00 
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Table 11 (f). Loading .:ates for lagoon F 
Day Lb. of vol- Lb. of Lb. vol Lb. COD Hydraulic 
of atile solids COD solids §er per loading 
Date run added added 1000 ft -day acre-day (ft.3) 
1964 
Sept.21 l 1.01 0.97 9.69 1,080· 2.20 
23 3 0.44 0.49 4.22 548 15.20 
25 5 0.83 1.14 7.95 1,270 11.95 
29 9 0.72 0.81 6.90 900 11.95 
Oct. 1 11 2.53 1.08 24.24 1,210 11.95 
3 13 3.12 2.43 29.92 2,700 10.33 
s· 15 0.66 1.18 6.34 1,310 8.70 
7 17 1.28 2.19 12.28 2,450 7.09 
9 19 0.93 1.37 8.92 1,520 3.82 
No data collected during this period 
22 32 2.18 2.79 20.90 3,100 21.70 
24 34 1.52 2.43 14.58 2,700 
27 37 1.38 0.89 13.21 900 
28 38 0.84 0.73 8.05 810 
30 40 0.70 0.70 6.71 780 
Nov. 1 42 1.13 1.23 10.83 1,360 
3 44 0.76 1.19 7.30 1,320 
5 46 0.48 1.20 4.60 1,340 
7 48 1.27 0.85 12.19 940 
9 50 0.58 1.73 5.56 1,930 
11 52 0.89 1.41 8.54 1,570 
13 54 0.79 1.43 7.57 1,550 
15 56 0.97 1.48 9.30 1,620 
17 58 1.47 1.76 14.10 1,970 
27 68 2.36 2.26 2.26 720 4.50 
Dec. 9 80 0.36 0.69 0.48 220 
23 94 0.70 1.09 1.92 172 
30 101 1.60 2. 51 4.39 800 
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Table 12. Temper•ture of lagoon supernatant 
0 La,oon liquid temp., P. 
Date Day of run A B C D E F 
Sept. 22, H64 2 63 63 63 63 63 63 
24 4 61 61 61 61 61 61 
27 7 59 59 S9 59 59 59 
28 8 59 59 S9 59 .$9 59 
30 10 59 59 59 S9 S9 S9 
Oct. 2 12 59 59 59 59 59 59 
4 14 sa 58 58 sa 58 58 
6 16 57 51 57 S7 57 57 
8 18 56 56 S4 S4 50 50 
20 29 53 53 so Sl 48 49 
23 32 52 52 50 so 48 48 
25 34 52 52 50 50 49 49 
27 37 54 S4 53 53 52 52 
30 40 53 Sl 51 51 so so 
Nov. 1 42 52 52 51 Sl so so 
3 44 53 53 51 51 so 50 
5 46 54 S4 54 54 53 53 
7 48 54 S4 52 51 so so 
9 so 53 53 52 52 so so 
11 52 53 53 52 52 so 50 
13 54 53 53 52 52 so so 
lS 56 53 53 51 51 50 50 
17 .58 52 52 50 so 48 48 
19 60 49 49 47 47 46 46 
27 68 42 42 39 39 38 39 
Dec. l 12 37 39 36 38 36 37 
16 87 37 38 36 38 36 34 
23 94 34 34 34 34 32 34 
30 101 34 34 32 34 32 32 
Jan. 6, 1965 108 34 36 36 36 
13 11S 33 34 32 34 
20 122 34 32 32 32 -
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'l'able 13. Air temperature, wind velocity, and precipitation during 
period of obnl"Vation 
Date Day of run Air tami., <)F. Wind vel., revs. Precte. in 
Max. M1.n. Rain Snc:M 
Se.pt. 21 l 67 55 43 + 
22 2 73 53 26 0.74 
23 3 65 40 116 0.18 
24 4 55 43 202 
25 5 30 40 31 
26 6 79 53 287 + 
27 7 59 37 134 
28 8 63 32 63 
29 ) 73 31 36 
30 10 73 43 84 
Oct. l 11 78 Sl 212 
2 12 77 47 162 .04 
3 13 76 43 194 
4 14 65 41 164 
5 15 58 35 133 
6 16 S7 32 84 
7 17 68 40 161 
8 18 62 42 18S 
9 H 49 25 110 
10 20 S4 23 40 
ll 21 4) 40 111 .20 
12 22 57 41 36 
13 23 67 35 29 
14 24 70 40 48 ... 
15 2S 73 41 114 
16 26 80 46 116 
17 27 75 45 94 
18 28 58 36 162 
1:) 29 47 28 124 +a + 
20 30 70 22 132 
21 31 65 42 150 
22 32 52 27 53 
23 33 54 27 '.40 
24 34 75 30 75 
IS 35 71 40 101 
26 36 69 43 57 
27 37 66 45 S9 
28 38 63 37 74 
2;) 39 53 30 89 
30 40 71 31 98 
31 41 75 45 167 
8Trace 
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·rable 13. (Continued) 
Data Da:, of run Air tem?. 1 oF. Wind vel. t re.vs. Prec12. in 
Max. M n. Rain Snow 
Nov. 1 42 68 45 112 .1.5 
2 43 75 46 81 .05 
3 44 72 54 117 -4 45 63 47 137 .09 
s 46 Sl 42 56 
6 47 60 41 123 -
7 48 66 40 27 
8 49 67 43 74 
i so 65 48 135 
10 51 65 38 96 
ll 52 73 48 176 ... 
12 S3 69 46 257 
13 54 6.5 78 114 
14 55 73 42 205 
15 S6 68 45 112 .36 -16 57 47 32 167 
l7 58 48 81 94 
18 59 43 28 119 
19 60 34 24 102 
20 61 32 11 325 .02 .08 
21 62 17 -1 261 -22 63 50 8 171 
23 64 so 25 137 
24 65 44 26 76 
25 66 57 2.5 10S 
26 67 so 11 21S 
27 68 35 20 125 .03 + 
28 69 34 15 lH 
29 70 18 s 193 ... -30 71 15 -6 104 
Dec. 1 72 30 11 Ducontinuad, freeze T .10 
2 73 2~ 18 over .OJ 1.8 
3 74 24 15 T T 
4 75 23 ll 
s 16 21 0 
6 77 23 17 T T 
7 78 33 15 -:s 79 32 18 
9 80 35 24 
10 Bl 38 28 .65 
11 82 44 28 .02 
l2 83 41 31 
13 84 36 19 
14 85 35 6 
15 86 38 9 -
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Table 13. (Continued) 
Date Day of ru.n Air tem.G. z. °F. Wind val.• reva. Preeip. in 
Mair. M • Rain Snow 
Dec. 16 87 35 3 ... 
17 88 s -12 
18 89 20 -10 -
19 90 24 10 .03 1.2 
20 91 22 3 'f T 
21 92 36 13 
22 93 45 15 
23 9,tl. 55 31 .. 
24 95 44 14 -25 96 16 10 T T 
26 97 19 -1 
27 98 26 1 .. 
28 99 32 16 • 02 1.00 
29 100 35 30 .04 
30 101 3.11 29 .. 
31 102 35 17 
J'an. l 103 35 31 .16 
1965 2 104 34 17 .05 -- 3 105 34 8 
4 106 40 21 -s 107 39 19 .. 
6 108 38 23 T -
7 109 42 35 T -
8 110 42 11 T T 
9 111 14 -1 - .. 
10 112 33 0 - -
11 113 36 10 ... 
12 114 30 5 
ll 115 20 2 -
14 116 12 -3 .04 1.30 
15 117 11 0 .oa 1.00 
16 118 16 -13 
17 119 32 -1 
18 120 29 5 
19 121 33 12 
20 122 32 9 
Pre•entation and Analya1a of Data for Large Treatment Lagoon 
A full size lagoon ha• been in operation at the.Iowa State. Univer-
eity Swine Nutrition Farm since 1963. 'l'b.ia lagoon disposes of the waste.a 
from a confinement unit which normally houaea approximately 600 hogs. 
The. lagoon b of 2 cells. 'l'b.e firat cell 1• 9 feet deep with a 
surface area of 0.16 acre. The aecond cell is 4 feet deep with a surface 
area of 0.48 acre. The two are llOt partitioned. Periodic sampling 
of the lagoon contents by the Department of Agricultural Bngineering of 
Iowa State Univeraity indicate only alight difference4 b&tveen the charac-
teriatica of the eupernatant in the firat and second cella. Tb.ere.fore, 
only the result• obtained. by aampling of the supernatant in the firet 
cell will be discussed here. The data for aolida, COD, and BOD, are 
preaented in Table 14. 
During the iDontha of Octob&r and November, 1964, the 00D in the 
large lagoon ranged from 720 tp 940 mg/1. The average value during the 
period waa 822 rag/1, u c0111puted from the valuea ahown in Table 14. A 
cOlllpariaon b.aa been made 1-tween then raeult• and the re.aulta obtained 
from the 2 deeper teat lagoona. lagoon• A and B. Data from lagoons A 
and Bare used in the comparison becauaa the.tr depth• are approximately 
the same as the depth of the firet cell of the large lagoon. '1'b.6 OOD 
value• ehown in Table 15 for lagoons A and Bare the average value.a 
for the period frOlll November l to 19, 1964, when the lagoon• seemed to 
be fairly stable in operation. 
The data in Table l.S ab.ow that the performance of the teat lagoons 
correlat" quite. well with the performance of the large lagoon, baaed 
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Table. 14. Propertiea of ewine ll\anure lagoon supernatant (effluent from 
firat cell, collected at diviaion between firet cell and 
second cell) 
Sampling Sol[da COD BOD 
date Total Volatile mg/1 m.g/1 
mg/1 llg/1. 
1964 -Mar 12 2680 1780 880 
16 1300 530 1120 
19 1430 630 830 
20 1400 620 790 
24 1620 690 USO 890 
Apr l 1460 630 900 
2 1550 590 860 
3 1400 450 860 
6 1510 630 760 
9 1370 630 :100 
l.S 1370 620 850 
23 1370 630 920 
May 1 1130 
7 1580 770 1210 910 
13 1410 710 910 
June 3 2020 770 1500 
ll 1650 1250 
24 1590 720 1490. 
25 1100 
30 1830 860 11ao 
July 7 1650 760 1630 
s 1180 
14 2190 1080 1700 
15 1230 
21 1900 8'4-0 1740 
23 1020 
28 2070 950 1320 
30 1660 a.so 
Aug 4 1830 910 1480 
6 800 
11 1970 1020 1300 




Sept 4 1040 220 
11 290 
15 1610 690 810 
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Table 14. (Continued) 
Sampling Solids COD BOD 
date Total Volathe. mg/1 mg/1 
mg/1 mg/1 
1964 -
Sept. 21 390 
23 1640 990 720 
30 730 
Oct. 7 740 380 
14 820 3!>0 
28 1260 780 940 500 
Nov. 6 1420 830 890 
13 720 
1965 -
Ju. 25 1384 621 748 
Feb. 6 1240 610 1083 
Mar. 13 756 1430 
20 1250 741 934 
Apr. 9 873 470 780 
30 1177 513 1065 
May s 1339 627 1340 
14 1214 437 1213 
21 1584 883 1046 
27 1320 550 806 
3une. 11 1368 557 749 
16 1324 496 672 
23 1531 660 190 
.July l 1552 616 832 
28 1214 434 506 
Aug. 10 1085 374 480 
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Table 15. C0111pariaon of supernatant COD and volatile solids concentra-
tion between the teat lagoons and the large treatment lagoon 
taaoon Depth Loading rate COD Volatile aolida 
(ft) lba vol. sol. Olg/1 •i/1 
1000 cu ft/day 
A ~.83 i.65 1537 1060 
D 9.83 4.88 101, 840 
Large 
lagoon 9.0 3.0 822 800 
on the COD of the lagoon aupernataat. 
During other perioda of the Y94r, as shown in Table lit,, the CX>D in 
the large la&oon was auch higher and more variable th.aft the COD during 
OCtober and November. During the latter part of the period of record 
for tb.e large lagoon, beginning ICllletirae after Auguat 10, 1965, the COD 
roae to nearly 5000 mg/1. Th.e reaaon for this 1a not ltnCJllllffl, but may hava 
been associated with heavy rains experienced at about that time. Table 
14 alao ahwa that the COD in the large lagoon began to increaae about 
the end of January, 1965, reaching a peak value in March of that year. 
Figure S ahon that the teat lagoons also experienced a rise in COD at 
about this time. Siace no further data were obtained on the teat lagoon• 
after January 20. it can not be eatabliahed whether the i.at lagoons alao 
Ncached a peak value. 
The 000 in the large lagoon appeared to be greater during periods 
of var•r weather and leaa during of colder weather. It might 
be expected that increaaed microbial activity during warmer weather should 
result in the lower va1-.1 of COD in the aupe.rnatant. Hove.var, aa evi-
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danced by the sludge Hlllplea obtained from the 81DAll lagoons• uny of 
the solid• in the raw wute settle directly to the bott• of the lagoon. 
Much of the de.gradation which tak.ea place in an anaerobic lagoon takes 
place in thil sludge layer. Thu, during periods of colder weather, the 
concentration of solids in the supernatant tends to be relatively lO!ii' due 
to this aettling out proc••• and the lack of biological activity to stir 
up the. aludp layer. 
On the other hand., during periods of wanter weather and increased 
biological activity, the solids concentration in the supernatant tends to 
ba relatively high. The lncreaae.d biological action causes an incre&H 
in gas production in the sludge layer. The gaa rilin.g to the surface caused 
a mixing action to occur in the lqoon, which results in an increase in the 
concentration of aolida throughout the laaoon liquid. Thus, though the 
lagoon might be more efficient at thi.s ti.Ille i.n tb.e destruction of volatile 
waste solid•• the COD obaexved i.n the supernatant would tend to be relative ... 
ly high. 
Another factor which aight increase the solids concentration and 
therefore the ..._.ure4 COD in the eupernatant is the pre,tence of a ecum 
layer on the lagoon during the wanaar months of the year. Scua waa preaent 
to acme degree on the ema.11 teat lagoons, and on the large lagoon until 
lata into th& fall aeaaon when the lagoon• began to freeze over. These 
acum layers were usily broken up by gentle agitation with a pole. lt ia 
probable that they were also broken up to some. degree by factors such aa 
wind, rain, tha mixing action in the lagoon• cauaed by riaing gaaes, or 
by the bursting of the gas bubblea upon r.aching the aurface of the lagoon. 
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Theee factors would be 1n effect mainly during warmer periods of the 
year, wlle.n the lagoons would be free. from ic•. Even though acUD& was 
brushed away during sampling, it is probable that the upper surface. la7-
era of the lagoon would have a relatively high concentration of solids 
due to the. presence of the acUD& la,-.r. 'l'b.eae aoli4a would naturally in-
crease the COD found in surface aamplea of the lagoon liquid during warmer 
periods of the year. 
Ttlo conclusions may be drawn frcn the preceding diacuaaion. 
1) The results obtained from the firat cell of the large treatment 
lagoon correlate approximately with the results obtained from lagoons A 
and B. There.fore, it appears that the results obtained frora the test 
lagoons aay be applied reasonably to the performance of a full ala lagoon. 
2) Froa the period of record of the large lagoon, it appears that 
the COD in the supernatant of an ana•rob1c lagoon ia greatest during 
periods of relatively warm.er weathar, and le.as during pari.oda of colder 
weather. Since the teat la&oon study occurred dUring a relatively cool 
weather period, the results may not be indicative of aUli.1lller performance. 
